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Abstract

Web crawling is a process performed by web crawlers. In fact, it is considered the main process,

which is used by search engines to collect web pages from the web, in order to be indexed and used

for displaying the search results according to users’ requirements. In addition, web crawlers must

continually revisit Web pages, to keep the search engine database updated, since the web pages are

constantly uploaded and modified. Moreover, it is fundamental to determine in the crawling pro-

cess, the most important pages to be recrawled first. This is to avoid the time limitation and network

issues that face the web crawling process. Thus, this study attempts to introduce a method that is

used to indicate the crawler, specifically, in order to identify in what order it should recrawl web

pages that have been crawled before, as to acquire more important and valuable pages earlier than

others.  In addition, the researcher proposed a web crawling strategy which is based on the topic si-

milarity, accompanied with the dynamicity of web pages, where the crawler was downloading  rele-

vant pages and recrawling  them recursively. Also, every time a change emerged in one of the pages,

its counter increased. Therefore, if the page was relevant and changed frequently it would be consid-

ered an important page and was given a high priority in the crawling process. The dissertation re-

sults indicated that using web pages’ dynamicity is an effective way for prioritising web pages in the

crawling process, in order to obtain the highest dynamic pages first, as there is a high possibility of

being changed in terms of their content, before the least dynamic ones.
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Chpater One

Introduction

           Internet has become an operative mean for sharing information among its users around the

globe. Through documents called web pages commonly written in HTML (Hyper Text Markup Lan-

guage) and has a unique identifier called uniform resource locator (URL), it can successfully provide

information. Additionally, in order to make users updated with new information that serve their

needs, the process of uploading new pages has to happen constantly .

          Generally, search engines are computer programs, which gather and organise web pages, in or-

der to be retrieved in later stages, depending on a user's query. In addition, the search engines are

commonly made up of three main components. The first is the web crawler to collect web pages

from the web and store them in search engine’s database; the second is the indexer to give a brief

overview of web pages by extracting the keywords from their content, and the last one is the user in-

terface, which is an interface where users can write through their queries. The system of work and

interaction between these components demonstrates the methodology of execution inside the

search engines (Dutta and Bansal, 2016), is shown in Figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1: Search Engine System Architecture (Dutta and Bansal, 2016)

           Web pages have to be crawled and aggregated by a program called the crawler in order to be

delivered to search engines so those web pages can be indexed and summarised. Additionally, the

crawler begins crawling through using an initial URL that is added to a queue, which is known as
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the frontier. Then its web page is downloaded, and its content is parsed in order to extract its URLs

and add them to the frontier in a specific order, where they can download and parse their web pages

later on. This crawling process of extracting URLs from the frontier, which is downloading and par-

sing their pages, continues for either a certain number of URLs or depending on network resources.

However, the crawler performance is generally evaluated by its efficiency to retrieve valid and valu-

able web pages for a search engine.

           (Cho, Garcia-Molina and Page, 1998) mentioned that in order to build a good crawler, two dif-

ficulties demand to be addressed. First, the crawler must avert excess in downloading the web pages

during the crawling, so it can only load a specific number of pages, even though the network con-

tains a huge number of pages to load. Moreover, due to the limitation of time and resources, the

crawler should accurately determine which pages should be crawled first and the arrangement in

which they are crawled. Second, because of the dynamic nature of web pages that change from time

to time, when the crawler crawls and stores web pages in the search engine's database, they become

outdated compared to web-based versions. Therefore, the crawler has to determine regular intervals

in which it revisits web pages in seek of keeping the search engine’s database up to date.

          Due to the rapid growth of websites and the increasing number of web users around the world,

general crawlers become incompetent to crawl and handle this huge number of web pages. This has

led to urgent need to design a new type of web crawlers that can search for the required information

efficiently and accurately. This kind of web crawlers is called focused web crawler as it crawl pages

that are relevant to a particular subject while neglecting the irrelevant ones. However, (Batsakis,

Petrakis and Milios, 2009), stated that this process leads to minimising the number of resources,

such as: time, space and network bandwidth, with regard to accomplish the search task.

        As in the case of web crawlers, web pages vary in their importance from page to page. Some of

them are of a high importance while others are considered less important. For this reason, when

crawling web pages, the best way is to crawl the most important pages before the least important

ones. For example, focused crawler that concentrates on a particular subject, the web pages that

have a high measure of similarity between them and the subject matter, will be crawled before pages

that are less similar or not identical to the subject. This case is called "importance metric" in web

crawler, it is a measure used to prioritise URLs in the frontier to help the crawler crawling impor-
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tant pages early (Cho et al., 1998). Thus, if we have a web page p, one of the following metrics can

identify its importance I(p):

Backlink Count IB(p): the number of pages pointing to the page p.

PageRank IR(p): a value or weight assigns to all links over the web where the importance value

of web page p is equal to the total number of importance value of web pages pointing to it.

Forward Link Count IF(p): number of outgoing links from the page p.

The Similarity to a Specific Topic IS(p): the value of measurement of similarity between web

page p content and the topic keywords provided by a user.

based upon, the higher the number of back or forward links or the similarity of the page, the

more important the page becomes. However, in this study, we will use web page dynamicity com-

bined with its similarity value as an importance metric to prioritise URLs in the frontier.

1.1 Problem Statemnt

As for the natural dynamicity of the web pages, the crawler needs to revisit them frequently

to detect whether they have changed or not. When the crawler starts recrawling, three issues need to

be considered:

1. Time Limitation: since the crawler needs to revisit previously crawled pages, therefore, after a

certain period of crawling, the crawler has to be terminated to start recrawling the old pages

again. Hence, at each crawling process, as the time is being restricted, some pages may be not be

recrawled.

2. Network Problems: the network interruption that could be happened during the crawling pro-

cess, resulting in crawling on certain number of pages.

3. Dynamicity of the Web Pages: There are two types of dynamic web pages. One of them changes

very frequently like news web pages. The other one does not change much, and may take months

or years to do so.

Consequently, the crawler must decide which are the highest dynamic pages to crawl, before the less

dynamic ones.

1.2 Goal and Objectives:

          The main goal of this study is to define an importance metric to measure how dynamic a web

page is and use it as an ordering schema to help the crawler prioritise URLs inside the frontier from
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the highest dynamicity to the lowest. As high dynamic web pages have a high probability of chang-

ing, this aim will be accomplished  by performing the following objectives:

1. Designing a Focused Web Crawler with Two Importance Metrics:

a. Similarity Metric IS(p): the Similarity measure between a web page and a specified topic or

a set of topics. As news web pages are more dynamic than other pages, and since this disser-

tation focuses on web pages dynamicity, the designed crawler using cosine similarity meas-

ure will focus on specific categories of news pages.

b. Dynamicity Metric ID(p): a numerator defines how many times the web page has been

changed, through recrawling web pages recursively and detecting the changes that appear in

them.

2. Prioritising URLs in the frontier from the highest dynamic to the lowest based on their com-

bined metric IC(p) of the similarity and dynamicity Metrics, as in the equation 1.1:

IC(p) = IS(p) + ID(p)                (1.1)

Thus, web pages that are categorised as news web pages and have a high dynamicity would be

one of the most important pages and will have a high priority.

1.3 Scope of the Study:

          This dissertation focuses on crawling web pages, and how to use their dynamicity score in or-

der to prioritise their URLs in the frontier.

1.4 Dissertation Outline:

After clarifying and discussing the crawler with an overview, the following points illustrate an

outline of the remaining content of this dissertation:

Chapter 2: discusses a set of publications related to topics covered in this dissertation, including

focused web crawler, web page change detection policies and the priority of URLs in frontier.

Chapter 3: describes the methodology of the proposed work for prioritising URLs in the frontier

based on their web pages dynamicity in order of crawling high ranked web pages in a very short du-

ration.
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Chapter 4: explains the details of the implementation of the proposed method explained in the

third chapter.

Chapter 5: presents the results of implementing the proposed method.

Chapter 6: presents the conclusion and future work.

1.5 Summary

          In this chapter, a brief description of web crawlers and their problems has been introduced,

and the research problem is presented, mainly, how the crawler should revisit the changed pages be-

fore the constant ones. In favor of solving this problem, a method to crawl web pages based on their

dynamicity has been proposed.
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Chapter Two

Litrature Review

This chapter summarise the applications attributed to the topics that are included in the dis-

sertation. The chapter is therefore arranged as follows: section 2.1 covers the architecture of the gen-

eral web crawler, section 2.2 reviews the architecture of focused web crawler, section 2.3 presents al-

gorithms that are used to discover the changes that appear in web pages, section 2.4 summarises the

publications about different algorithms used to prioritise URLs in the frontier, and lastly section 2.5

concludes the whole chapter.

2.1 General Web Crawler

Web crawler is a computer program, which explores the World Wide Web to collect web

pages in order to be stored, summarised and indexed by search engines and later to serve users’

queries. (Udapure, Kale and Dharmik, 2014) provides a description for the general structure of the

web crawler and the different strategies followed by the crawlers. Thus, Crawlers have three main

components, which are:

Frontier: a queue used to collect URLs to be crawled later based on a specific ordering

schema. The frontier is initiated by a set of seed URLs that are provided by a user.

Web pages of these URLs are downloaded and parsed. Also, their URLs are ex-

tracted in order to be added to the frontier. Moreover, the process of adding URLs

to the frontier continues up to a specific number of URLs or until the crawling

process is being interrupted due to the time or other network issues.

Page Downloader: fetching web pages from the web, through sending an HTTP request

with a URL to a web server and receiving a response within the web page. The

time between the request and response should be restricted to ensure that the

crawler does not consume its time waiting for the page, in case of weak connec-

tions.

Web Repository: is a place where web pages are stored and accessed after they have been

crawled. Likewise, all web pages are stored as HTML pages with a unique identi-

fier in the repository.
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Figure 2.1 illustrates the outline architecture for the working scenario of the crawler.

Figure 2.1: General Architecture of Web Crawler (Udapure et al., 2014)

Some examples of web crawlers are:

Yahoo! Slurp: web crawler for yahoo.

Bingbot: Microsoft's Bing web crawler.

FAST Crawler & PolyBot: they are distributed crawlers.

RBSE: the first published web crawler.

Googlebot: Google’s web crawler.

In addition, (Udapure, Kale and Dharmik, 2014) stated the different strategies that are fol-

lowed by the web crawlers based on the way they are crawling the web pages, are as follows:

Focused Web Crawler: web crawler that is assigned to crawl and collect web pages rele-

vant to a specific topic and to neglect other pages.

Incremental Crawler: instead of crawling each time from the beginning, the Incremental

Crawler revisits the previously downloaded web pages recursively, in order to exchange

old web pages with updated web pages that are presented on the web.

Distributed Crawler: a set of crawlers working together, to perform the crawling process

on web pages, in order to get from the web as many web pages as possible.

Parallel Crawler: a web crawler, that leads a group of crawling processes at once, will re-

sult in a reduced crawl time.
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(Udapure, Kale and Dharmik, 2014) conclude from the comparison they performed on dif-

ferent crawling strategies that, focused web crawler is designed to a particular set of web users, as it

crawls a set of relevant web pages that are related to a specific topic and it saves the crawler’s time

and network resources.

2.2 Focused Web Crawler

            The web contains a huge number of web pages and still, this number is increasing. For this

reason, focused web crawlers that serve a particular set of developed users, are downloading only

web pages relevant to a specific topic or set of topics, while discarding the others.

(Batsakis et al., 2009) mentiones that focused web crawler is acquainted to meet the require-

ments of particular users for example, an expert domain or organisations through guiding the craw-

ler to collect specific web pages. (Batsakis et al., 2009) states three approaches for building focused

web crawlers:

Classic Focused Crawlers: is a web crawler that takes a user’s query as an input, and uses a

model of information similarity as in: boolean model or the Vector Space Model (VSM) in or-

der to compute the similarity between the user’s query and the web page text. Thus, the great-

er the value of the similarity, the higher its priority to crawl. Typically, focused crawler URLs

are prioritising in the frontier based on their similarity value between the user’s query and

either between their anchor texts, or the parent web page of the URL.

Semantic Crawlers: semantic crawler is another kind of classical crawlers, where web pages

are relevant to the user’s query in case they are conceptually related. In addition, ontology is

used to acquire all terms that are conceptually similar to the topic terms. As in classic craw-

lers, semantic crawlers’ similarity is calculated by the Vector Space Model or by specialized

models such as the Semantic Similarity Retrieval Model (SSRM) and URLs prioritising in the

frontier depending on the semantic similarity either of their anchor text or the parent web

page.

Learning Crawlers: are web crawlers that apply a classification process of web pages through

providing the crawler with a set of relevant and non-relevant web pages, in order to train it to

classify and assign priorities to web pages. In addition, learning Crawler does not only classify

web pages according to the content of them. However, the structure link that leads to relevant
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pages is considered as well. Furthermore, many methods are used in Learning Crawler such

as Context Graphs and Hidden Markov Models (HMM). In (Batsakis et al., 2009) paper, a

new HMM model is proposed where pages were classified as relevant, by computing the simi-

larity between its text and the most relevant (positive) pages to the specified topic in the pro-

vided training set.

(Batsakis et al., 2009) implement these three crawlers and evaluate their performances

using Harvest rate, in which it evaluate the crawlers’ performances based on the number of the rele-

vant web pages that are downloaded by the web crawler. Additionally, they compare the crawlers’

performances in terms of their ability to download relevant web pages by prioritising URLs in the

frontier based on three cases:

Prioritising based on page content.

Prioritising based on URL anchor text.

Prioritising based on combining page content and URL anchor text.

The results of the three crawlers demonstrate that using anchor text outperform the page

content, as the anchor text summarises the web page more than its content. However, the crawlers

show their best performances when they merge the page content and anchor text. Furthermore,

(Batsakis et al., 2009) make a set of comparisons between the crawlers, in order to analyse their per-

formances, and the comparison is performed among:

Classical crawlers and semantic crawlers.

HMM crawler and the proposed HMM crawler.

HMM crawler and classical crawlers.

In all the three comparisons, URLs are prioritised by combining both pages and anchor text.

In addition, the results illustrate that the classical crawler outperforms the semantic crawler and the

proposed HMM crawler outperforms HMM crawler. Nevertheless, the performance of the last com-

parison is differentiated according to the ambiguity of the topic terms, which means that in case of a

topic that is consisted of clear terms, classical crawler outperforms the HMM crawler. Yet, in case of

topics with ambiguity terms, HMM crawler outperforms the classical crawler.

(Bhatt, Vyas and Pandya, 2015) present a study about the focused crawler architecture and

the different algorithms used to increase the focused crawler efficiency. (Bhatt, Vyas and Pandya,
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2015) define the focused web crawler as a hypertext system that crawls and preserves web pages,

which are related to a specific topic or a set of topics. This process leads to saving network resources

like CPU, network bandwidth, as well as reducing the crawling time.

The architecture of the focused web crawler is similar to the general crawler structure.  The

only difference is the classifier component, which is used to decide the relevance of the web pages.

Moreover, the algorithms which have the ability to be implemented by the focused crawler in order

to increase the accuracy for estimating the web page relevance are:

Best-First Search: in this method, each time the crawler needs to extract a URL in order to be

crawled; it examines the entire frontier looking for the best URL that needs crawling. By us-

ing a heuristic function, a priority value is assigned for each URL in the frontier where a URL

with a high value will be given a higher priority to be crawled next.

Fish-Search: the crawler in this algorithm extracts a URL from the frontier that crawls its web

page and parses its content to be handled by a binary classifier, which uses zero and one val-

ues. This is to indicate whether web page is relevant or irrelevant for a given topic.

Shark-Search: an extended version of fish search. However, Shark-Search estimates page rele-

vance with a real number between zero and one.

Genetic Algorithm: the major goal of this algorithm is to optimise the quality of the retrieved

relevant web pages by the focused crawler. This algorithm uses the Jaccard similarity func-

tion, in order to measure the relevancy of web pages between the searched results that are ob-

tained by the focused crawler.

Moreover, (Bhatt, Vyas and Pandya, 2015) explain in their study some challenges to deal

with while using the focused web crawler, as in missing relevant pages, keeping the database up-

dated through refreshing its web pages and finally the absence of context in focused crawler, which

results in increasing the number of irrelevant pages.

2.3 Detecting Changes in Web Pages

There are four types of changes that usually appear in web pages: structural, textual, presen-

tation and behavioral changes. However, the proposed method will limit its focus on structural and
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textual changes.

For textual changes, (Singhal and Sharma, 2012) presents a new method to discover and de-

tect efficiently the changes that appear in the web pages’ text. However, their proposed method fo-

cuses only on the textual changes and pays no attention to whether the page has structurally

changed or not. In addition, detecting the changes between the old and new pages are performed in

two steps.  Firstly, by using a Unicode system in which a code is assigned to all words that appear in

both pages. Secondly, by performing a word-by-word comparison process where each word in the

old page is compared with the corresponding word in the new page, and whenever there is a differ-

ence between two words, the comparison process is terminated and the old page is replaced with the

new one. Otherwise, the comparison is continued, until the end of the web page.

The method proposed by (Singhal and Sharma, 2012) illustrates the following benefits: first,

it works with all natural languages and all characters since it is using the Unicode system. Second, it

saves time and memory, as it ignores the structural changes. In addition, the comparison process

stops whenever it detects any change.

Furthermore, as for detecting the structural and textual changes, (Goel and Aggarwal, 2012)

propose a new algorithm for detecting the structural, as well as textual changes of the web pages.

This proposed algorithm is divided into two parts: a tree development part and a change detection

part. In the first part, web pages have to be fetched, both the new web page from the web and the old

web page from the repository. In addition, the tree has to be developed for both pages accordingly,

through extracting the tags presented in their HTML code. Whereas, in the second part, the compar-

ison process that is concerned with detecting the changes will be performed through assigning val-

ues for all the tags extracted from HTML code, which are considered as nodes in the developed tree.

Nevertheless, in the case of leaf nodes, the algorithm assigns hash value by using the tag

number and level number where the node is located in the tree. However, the tag value of the non-

leaf nodes is equal to the sum of hash values of their sub nodes. As a result, all nodes of both trees

are being compared. Moreover, if there is any difference noticed in the value of any one of the tags,

this means there is a change occurred in the pages and the repository needs to be updated.

The study concludes that, this algorithm is beneficial for saving the time and providing the
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user with the changes that occur in a web page. However, the drawback of this algorithm is that, any

changes that may occur in the node text will not be noticed, due to the fact that the algorithm is only

operating in case an adding or deleting happens in the node itself and not in its content.

2.4 Prioritising URLs in the Frontier

Revisiting web pages in order to detect changes, it is a necessary procedure performed by

the crawler. Also, due to the problems faced by the crawler, the crawling process is terminated while

some pages have not been crawled yet. Since web pages vary in their importance for a crawler, many

algorithms have been developed to define which pages are the most important to crawl first accord-

ing to the crawlers, and that is by giving their URLs a priority in the frontier.

(Cho et al., 1998) make a comparison between different importance metrics used by the

crawler to make a decision which web page is the most important to be crawled earlier than the

other web pages. In their study, the crawling process performs over 179.000 pages in a single do-

main (Standford.edu) website, and these set of pages has been crawled and stored earlier by the

authors. (Cho et al., 1998) compare three importance metrics: Breadth-first, Backlink-count, PageR-

ank. In addition, they evaluate the metrics based on how fast they are in leading the crawler to hot

(important) pages. The results of the study show that PageRank has the ability to crawl hot pages

earlier than others do.

Furthermore, (Cho et al., 1998) conduct two experiments about the ability of these three

metrics to crawl earlier the most relevant or hot pages assigned to a specific topic. The first experi-

ment is performed by prioritising URLs based on the relevancy of their anchor text and the second

experiment is based on the anchor text, the URL similarity or whether the web page is within three

links from a hot page. The results indicate that the performance of crawlers has significantly in-

creased in the second experiment by using the anchor text, URL or the link distance between the

web page and the hot web pages.

(Choudhary and Roy, 2013) suggest a new crawling algorithm about prioritising URLs in a

focused web crawler, through assigning values to URLs using semantic similarity. Thus ,the sug-

gested algorithm is performed as follows:

1. Seed URL is fetched from the frontier.

2. Web page corresponding to the URL is downloaded.
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3. URLs extracted from the web page and their corresponding web pages are downloaded.

4. Calculating the semantic similarity using cosine similarity, where the semantic score between

every downloaded web page and a specific topic ontology are calculated by combining three

similarities which are the URL anchor text, the web page text, and the parent web page.

5. Extracted web page URLs and their semantic scores added to the frontier.

6. Crawler extracts the URL that has the maximum semantic score from the frontier.

7. Steps 2_6 are repeated until reaching a specific number of URLs in the frontier or until it be-

comes free of URLs.

In order to measure how efficient the proposed semantic crawler when crawling relevant

pages and filtering irrelevant pages, Harvest Rate is used, to evaluate and compare the performance

of the proposed crawler with a simple, focused and priority based focused crawler. The results show

that the crawler gives 88% more improved results over the simple crawler, 28% more improved re-

sults over the focused crawler and 6% over priority based focused crawler.

(Kumar and Jain, 2014) propose a new method, which is a query-based approach using site-

map file to alert the crawler about the modified web pages with the highest priority. Additionaly, in

the proposed method, the crawler sends HTTP request to the website with the LAST_VISIT para-

meter that is indicated, when the crawler perform the crawling on web pages in the last time. After

that, the crawler receives a response with a list of the highest priority URLs that are updated after

the crawler’s last visit, in order to be downloaded. Furthermore, experiments show that this method

only downloads the updated web pages, which leads to a reduction in using network resources and

traffic.

(Baker and Akcayol, 2017) present a new algorithm to prioritise URLs inside the frontier,

for guessing the importance of web pages based on dividing webpages’ URLs into inter and intra

links. In their suggested method, extracted URLs are separated based on their domain into two cate-

gories after fetching and parsing a web page. Intra links which are links that refer to web pages of

the same domain as their parent web page domain and inter links are differentiated on the parent

web page domain. Thus, the algorithm assigns weights to both categories, given 2/3 for inter links,

1/3 for intra links. The reason for giving a higher weight for inter links is to avoid link-loops inside
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the domain. However, inter and intra links and their weights are used to estimate the importance of

the web page (link score (LS)) in a calculation based on the equation 2.1:

Where α is the total of inter and intra links, β is the least number of links between inter and

intra links and θ is a selectable value representing either the weight of inter or intra links. After the

web page is parsed and the link score (LS) value is calculated, all of its extracted URLs are added to

the frontier. All extracted URLs are added to the frontier according to their parent web page’s LS va-

lue in descending order. Therefore, the selection of the next URL that is supposed to be extracted

from the frontier will be the URL that has the highest score. In addition, their proposed algorithm

uses a timing mechanism to avoid URLs from being in a state of waiting inside the frontier for an ex-

tended period. Thus, this mechanism drops any URL from frontier in case it exceeds the maximum

waiting time inside the queue. The experimental results show that the developed algorithm gives a

well-crawled performance.

2.5 Summary

To conclude, the focused web crawler is implemented as a general crawler except that they

have the classifier component to decide whether the web pages are relevant to the specified topic or

not. In addition, some of the classifiers use Vector Space Model, such as classical and semantic craw-

lers, while others use a training set to guide the crawler during the classification process in the learn-

ing crawlers. Moreover, different algorithms, which are used to detect changes appear in web pages,

some are detecting only textual changes, while others are working on both textual and structural

changes. Finally, many algorithms are presented for prioritising URLs in the frontier in order to

crawl earlier the most important pages, some of which depend on similarities between web pages

and a specified topic as in focused web crawlers, others depend on the incoming or outgoing links

from the web page and other algorithms depend on the sitemap file. However, all of them show im-

pressive results when crawling earlier the most important web pages.

From all the methods illustrated in this chapter, the following methods are going to be used

in this dissertation:
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1. Creating classic focused crawler using the Vector Space Model.

2. Computing the similarity of web pages through calculating the average of the two similarities

the web page text and its anchor text.

3. Developing trees for both old and new web pages in order to detect changes that happened to

them.
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Chapter Three

Methodology

We introduced, in this chapter the proposed method of using web page similarity combined

together with its dynamicity as an importance metric in prioritising URLs in the frontier.

The proposed architecture in this dissertation consisted of three layers that focused more

on detecting changes of web pages and ordering URLs in the frontier:

A. As for the first layer, URLs were provided and inserted into the frontier in descending

order. However, a method of prioritising URLs in the frontier is based on the combined

metric of similarity score and dynamicity of web pages was considered.

B. The second layer, which supported the decision of web page relevance, where web pa-

ges were crawled and classified into one of the news categories, and they were: Busi-

ness, Politics, Crime, Health, Sports, Technology (Bracewell, Yan, Ren and Kuroiwa,

2009). The classification of web pages was made using the Vector Space Model (cosine

similarity measure) since is widely used in the information retrieval system, which was

discussed by (Lee, Chuang, and Seamons, 1997).

C. Within the third layer, the web pages were crawled for a period of time and changes

were detected to be used later by the first layer in defining the dynamicity of web pa-

ges, and in order to crawl most dynamic web pages first. Furthermore, details on these

layers were shown in the following sections.

 The interconnection and working process between these layers were shown in Figure 3.1.

As for the proposed research work, it went through the following phases:

1. First: Creating focused web crawler and classifying web pages.

2. Second: Recrawling and detecting changes in web pages recursively.

3. Third: Prioritising URLs in the frontier.

4. The final phase was the evaluation phase, which depended on checking what was the

priority of the web pages in the other methods used by the crawler in prioritising URLs

in the frontier.
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 Figure 3.1: Overall Crawling Process

3.1 Focused web crawler

As stated earlier in chapter 2, the focused crawler is a general crawler with a classifier com-

ponent (Bhatt et al., 2015). Hence, the process of creating a focused crawler composed of two main

processes, firstly the crawler, which fetching and crawling web pages. Secondly, the classifier, which

classifying web pages into their relevant classification. However, a focused web crawler required a

set of terms to represent the classification, a threshold value to decide whether a web page relevant

or not, fetching and handling the web page content, a process of classifying the web page, reading

the robot file, extracting the web page URLs and finally add the page to the repository. Further illus-

tration of focused web crawler is presented in sections 3.1.1 to 3.1.7.

In this dissertation, some crawler issues, such as DNS caching and check if URL has content

already seen are disregarded as they are not necessary for the proposed crawler.

3.1.1 Terms Selection

To classify web pages, two sets of terms represented as vectors were required. The first set

was a group of vectors that represented news categories in each, whereas the other set was a vector

that represented web page documents (discussed later in section 3.1.5). There were two ways to pre-

pare a vector of terms that represented any category at all (Assis, Laender and Gonçalves, 2008):

1. Manually: It involved  the assistance of experts whose were  familiar with the topics of classifica-

tions.
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2. Automatically: It performed by applying a semi-automatic generation method; this strategy

could be applied if we owned a set of URLs, whose pages described the classification of interest.

Semi-automatic generation method was implemented in this dissertation to generate vectors of

news categories. In order to generate these vectors, web pages, which were expressing news cat-

egories, were required to be collected, and we used two methods, the first method proposed by

(Assis et al., 2008) and the second method is proposed in this dissertation:

1. First Method: implemented using a search engine. It was made only once before the start of

crawling web pages. In this method each category was issued as a query in the search engine.

And a set of URLs that represented the category were selected from the retrieved results.

2. Second Method: implemented using irrelevant web pages. It was made throughout the crawling

process for each news category. Typically; there were relevant and irrelevant web pages. Rele-

vant web pages were accepted, while irrelevant web pages were dismissed. Within this disserta-

tion, irrelevant pages were classified into two categories:

a. Irrelevant pages out of the classification, which were neglected.

b. Irrelevant pages belonged to the category, but their similarity measure was less than the de-

fined threshold (discussed next in section 3.1.2). This kind of pages wasn't neglected; in-

stead, they were assessed and handled to extract the most frequent words.

After collecting URLs, whether from the search engine or throughout the crawling process,

the process of choosing common frequent terms was implemented as following (Assis et al., 2008):

1. Term Table: a table created to store the number of occurrence of all terms founded in the web

page text.

2. Fetch and Parse Page: for each collected URL its web page were fetched and parsed, in order to

create a list (L) contained web pages’ terms and their frequency.

3. Update term Table: including the terms in the list (L) into the term table in case they had not in-

serted before or updated their frequency in case they had been previously added.

4. Filter Terms (N): this step was responsible for selecting the (N) most frequent terms in the term

table.
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5. Generate News Category Vector (qi): added (N) terms returned by the previous step into news

vector(qi ).

6. Steps (1)_(5) were implemented with every set of collected URLs that represented the news ca-

tegories.

3.1.2 Determining Similarity Threshold Value

The similarity threshold value is defined as a measure used by focused web crawlers to de-

termine either a web page was relevant to the specific topic or not. After determining similarity va-

lue of a web page to a news category, this value was compared by the specified threshold value and if

it was greater than or equal to the threshold, web page was accepted and considered as relevant,

otherwise it was neglected.

(Siqueira et al., 2017) had proposed many strategies to determine the similarity threshold. A

strategy based on seed pages summarisation was the method that had been chosen to be implemen-

ted in this dissertation. This strategy worked by calculating the arithmetic mean of similarity values

of a set of web pages expressing the classification of interest. However, these web pages were col-

lected by two methods:

1. First Method: applied via search engines by submitting the topic of interest as a query in the

search engine.

2. Second Method: implemented by using relevant web pages that had been visited by the crawler

at the preceding crawling phases. In this method at each crawling phase, the previously crawled

pages from all the previous phases with their URLs and similarity values were retrieved to calcu-

late the arithmetic mean of their similarity values.

At the first crawling phase and since there were no pages crawled yet, the similarity thresh-

old were determined using the first method, while at another crawling phases, the threshold value

were performed with the second method.

3.1.3 Fetching Web Pages

Within this stage, a web pages were retrieved and tree modules of the web page were built

and processed. Hence, the fetching process consisted of three processes:

1. Fetching Process: a process responsible for extracting URLs from the frontier and fetching their
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pages. The Fetching process was implemented by the regular HTTP transaction, with which the

client sent an HTTP request for a web page to the web server and the web server then would an-

swer by the web page in return.

2. Tree Builder Process: following the fetching process, the web pages were sent into the tree mod-

ules builder, to create the Document Object Model (DOM) of the web page to represent the web

page as a tree structure to be accessed and manipulated (Wood et al., 1998). In this process web

pages were represented as a tree structure of tags. Through extracting HTML tags of their pages,

where all elements represented with tags such as <body>,<table> or <p>, became nodes.

3. Removing Unnecessary Tags: cleaning up web page tree through removing scripts, style and

comments.

3.1.4 Parsing Web Pages

At this process web page tree was processed in order to extract the text of their tags to be

used in classification later. This process included the following procedures:

1. Removing HTML Tags, keeping only the text of web page, by extracting textual nodes which are

leaf nodes representing as #text node in the DOM structure and its value is a text string.

2. Tokenizing Web Page Text: web page text was split into tokens based on white spaces, delimi-

ters and added into a list (T).

3. Removing Stop Words: stop words are common words, such as prepositions and conjunctions

(Capella University, 2007) that have low importance later in classification process. This process

was performed by comparing every word in the list (T) with a previously prepared list of stop

words. A List of common english stop words is shown in Table 2 in Appendix (A).

4. Word Stemming: stemming the words in the list (T). It is a process of gathering a set of morpho-

logically similar words, such as implement, implementation and implemented, which were all

normalised as implement. In this dissertation, the stemming process was performed by imple-

menting Porter Stemming Algorithm, due to its accuracy and simplicity (Porter, 1980).

3.1.5 Classifying Web Pages

       Subsequent to fetching and parsing, classification process had to be implemented; in this de-

sign, the web pages had to be assigned to one of the following news categories: Business, Politics,

Crime, Health, Sports and Technology (Bracewell et al., 2009). As (Batsakis et al., 2009) mentioned
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that, focused crawlers can be categorised as follows: Classic Focused Crawlers, Semantic Crawlers

and Learning Crawlers. Within this dissertation, classical focused crawler design were brought

about to classify web pages due to its simplicity and efficiency. Classical crawlers took terms vectors

of news and web pages as input in order to assist crawlers to get to the pages of interest. The imple-

mentation of classical crawlers was performed as the following:

1. Web Page Representation: after extracting the text of web page, features that represented web

page as a vector were selected. In this dissertation, Bag-of-terms representation method was uti-

lised. Bag-of-terms is a method used to represent web pages as a vector of terms with their

weights. Moreover, the basic concept of the method was that a web page was represented by a

vector (di) contained the words (t1, t2, ..., tn) in the stemmed list T (figured through the section

3.1.4) together with their weights wij (or frequency), as shown in equation 3.1:

di = (wi1, wi2, wi3, ....., wiM)        (3.1)

That is, M is the number of indexing words and wij (1 ≤ j ≤ M) is the frequency of word (tj) in

the web page di (Choi & Yao, 2005). There are two common methods for term weighting: term

frequency (tf) and inverse document frequency (idf). The weight of a term in (tf) could be de-

fined as the number of times a term happened in a web page while (idf): is the total number of

crawled web pages divided by the number of pages where the term appeared. Hence, (idf) is the

weight of term not in the page itself but also all the crawled web pages, which was considered a

problem, where at each crawling process the crawler needed to refigure the weights of all the

terms. In addition, it is worth mentioning that most classical web crawler implementations use

term frequency (tf) weights to compute web pages relevance (Batsakis et al., 2009). Hence, each

word in the web page vector (di) was presented by its term frequency.

2. Web Page Similarity: This procedure was concerned with computing the similarity measure be-

tween the web page vector (di) and the news vectors (q1,q2,..., qn). The similarity between web

pages and news vectors was calculated according to Vector Space Model by computing the co-

sine of the angle between web page vector and each one of news vectors which called cosine si-

milarity measure. Cosine similarity calculated according to the equation 3.2 (Batsakis et al.,

2009):
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  In this measure, qi and di are the (tf) weights of the terms in news category vector and web page

vector respectively.

3. Assigning the Web Page: a process of assigning web page to one of the news categories that pos-

sessed the highest cosine similarity score calculated from the preceding step.

4. Anchor Text Similarity: as in classic focused crawlers URLs prioritised based on their anchor

text similarity value in the frontier, where the similarity between the web page anchor text and

news categories vectors calculated. Anchor text similarity value was used also in calculating the

total similarity of web pages as shown in the next step.

5. Combining the Page and Anchor Text Similarity Value: calculating the average of cosine similar-

ity value between the web page p and its URL i anchor text similarity values as in equation 3.3

(Batsakis et al., 2009):

After fetching, parsing and computing web page relevance, these operations were followed

by subsequent operations which were reading Robot file, extracting and attaching URLs of the web

page to the frontier.

3.1.6 Reading Robot File

Robot file is defined as a text file created by a website administrator to manage the crawler

visits to website pages. This file consisted of a set of commands (directives) to guide web crawler in

crawling website pages, each command was placed in a line separately. Therefore, the commands

that can be included in the robot file were:

1. User-Agent: the name of the search engine to which crawl rules should apply. Example:

User_agent: Googlebot, indicated that the following commands had to be implementd on the

crawler named Googlebot. User-agent command supported the use of the asterisk (*) meant
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that the following commands applied to all crawlers and not to a specific crawler.

2. Disallow Command: a web page or URL that was not permitted to be crawled by the crawler.

For each crawling web page there was a list called blocked list, which consisted of set of disal-

lowed URLs that were created to be used later in extracting URLs of the web page to determine

which URLs will be extracted and added to the frontier and which ones will be neglected.

3. Allow Command: a command indicated to web pages that are allowed to be crawled by the craw-

ler.

4. Sitemap Command: represented a place where a sitemap file of the website located.

The following example illustrated a sample of these  command in the robot file:

User-agent: Googlebot

Disallow: /URL1/

Allow: /URL2/

Sitemap: https://example.com/sitemap.xml

3.1.7 Extracting URLs of Web Pages

After determining the relevance of the web page and preparing the blocked URLs list, URLs

extraction process was performed. In this process, URLs and their anchor text were extracted of the

web page text string, through searching for anchor tags (<a href=”www.example.com”>anchor text

</a>) to extract their href attribute values and anchor text. After extracting process URLs normal-

ised and attached to the frontier. Following procedures had to be performed before adding URLs to

the frontier:

1. Canonicalisation URLs: a process of normalising the extracted URLs, involved transforming

URLs into a canonical form, through transforming all relative URLs into their absolute form

where:

a. Absolute URLs: URLs that involved the full path of the page included schema, domain name

and the path. This kind of URLs would be added directly to the frontier without any hand-

ling.
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b. Relative URLs: these were URLs that did not include the full path of the web page, did not

specify schema and domain name, only the path part of the URL referring that the URL and

web page emerged from the same site. Relative URLs needed to be handled before adding

them to the frontier.

2. Parsing URLs Anchor Text: as in web page text, anchor text was fetched, parsed and classified

by computing their cosine similarity between their text and news terms vectors in order to use

their similarity values in:

a. Prioritising URLs inside the frontier (discussed later in section 3.3).

b. Computing the average similarity of web pages between their text and URLs anchor text

(discussed in section 3.1.5).

Following finishing these procedures, URLs were attached to the frontier, where every ex-

tracted URL was added besides its similarity value. In addition, every time a URL was added the

frontier reordered according to the URL similarity value in descending order. Hence, when the

crawler selected the next URL from the frontier, it would be the maximum URL. More about, the ro-

bot file and URLs processing was described in chapter four.

3.1.8 Updating Web Pages Repository

It was the last stage of crawling a web page. A web page was downloaded and stored in the

repository and the URL with the similarity value was inserted into its news category table in the da-

tabase. Both URL and web pages were saved with the same unique identifier. The overall crawling

process of the classic focused crawler was shown in Figure A.1 in Appendix (A).

3.2 Revisiting and Detecting Changes in Web Pages

The deposited web pages needed recrawling recursively to keep the repository updated with

fresh copies of web pages. In this step, structural and textual changes that the web pages underwent

were detected, so they could be used later by the crawler in assigning priorities of URLs in the fron-

tier. Since the proposed method depended on the dynamicity of web pages. Therefore, each web

page had a structural counter and textual counter to calculate how many times the page had been

structurally changed and how many times it had changed textually, so it could be combined later
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and used to know how dynamic the page was. This process of detecting changes will be explained in

the upcoming steps, using a certain method:

1. For all news category; the pages that had been crawled in advance, their URLs were retrieved

from the table into the frontier in descending order and extracted one by one. (More will be dis-

cussed later in section 3.3).

2. For each URL the new web page was crawled and the old web page was retrieved from the repo-

sitory.

3. Trees were developed for both pages.

4. Both trees were cleaned up from unnecessary tags script, style, and comments. Keeping only

HTML tags in both trees.

5. Re-classifying web page. Web pages category were verified to see if it had changed or not, apply-

ing the classical crawler procedures again to the page presented on the web. In case the page ca-

tegory was not changed, then changes were detected otherwise if the page category had changed,

it had to determine whether it was relevant to the category that it had changed to or not, that

was if its similarity value was greater than or equal to the category defined threshold value. The

following steps had to be performed in case of the page being accepted in the new category:

a. The webpage’s data (structural counter and textual counter) were shifted to its new cate-

gory.

b. The webpage was eliminated from the old category and changes were detected until the

crawler needed to start crawling its category URLs.

Following these procedures and in the case of the web page category was not changed, both

trees were moved into the next stage, which was detecting structural or textual changes.

3.2.1 Detecting Changes of Web Pages

There were two kinds of changes that were considered in this dissertation, and they were

the structural and textual changes.
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3.2.1.1 Detecting Structural Changes

This method captured the changes that resulted when a new tag was added or deleted in

HTML code of a web page. Anyway, to take the structural changes into consideration, the next steps

will be followed:

1. Both trees, new and old ones, were aligned with each other.

2. Every node in the old tree had been matched and compared to its corresponding node in the

new one.

3. In case the type of both nodes was not identical (e.g: in old node type <div> but in new one <sec-

tion>), or a number of children of both nodes was not equal, the URL’s structural counter in-

creased by one, and the search process for changes stopped and the structural counter incremen-

ted. Figure 3.2 illustrated this step.

4. During the absence of any structural changes, searching for textual changes commenced.

Figure 3.2: Types of Structural Changes in Web Pages
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3.2.1.2 Detecting Textual Changes

This step was executed through the analysis of the text of HTML tags contained in both

pages using the trees that represented them. In a certain case, textual changes were concentrated in

particular sections of a web page, where these sections were believed to be more dynamic than the

others which were considered static parts. Therefore, we proposed a new method that isolated these

dynamic parts of the static ones and checked their texts separately. To accomplish this method, the

crawler had to check whether the page had previously stored textual dynamic parts or not. As a re-

sult, to detect textual changes there were a number of cases and steps to take into account:

1. Case web page that had not previously stored textual parts:

a. Both trees, new and old ones, were aligned with each other.

b. All the textual nodes which were labeled as (#text) nodes in both trees were brought from

both, old and new trees are aligned with each other since the page did not undergo through

structural changes; so, both trees would had the same nodes.

c. The text of every old node was compared to the text of its corresponding new node.

d. If any node its text was changed, it should look back to check whether if any of its ancestor

tag types was a structural tag (e.g: div, table, section), in which case its path (path used to

arrive at nodes in the tree) was chosen; and this node marked as a dynamic textual part.

However, this method of stored ancestors of the node, rather than the node itself, was valu-

able when there were many textual tags (e.g: span, hyperlink, and a paragraph), in which

their first ancestor was (e.g: div). Therefore, rather than storing the path of each one of

these three nodes, only one single path was stored together with its text, and if there was

not, then the node's path was chosen. In both cases, path, its text, and a counter which cre-

ated and initiated to one were added and saved.

e. Steps (c)-(d) were repeated until coming across all the nodes that were obtained during step

(b) and saving their data in case their texts had changed.

2. Case web page had dynamic textual parts:
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a. All the paths that had been saved earlier and had the highest rate (counter) of changes were

retrieved.

b. The text of the old node was compared to its corresponding new node, using the path to

reach its text.

c. In case any of the node’s texts had changed, their counter would increment by one. Other-

wise, it was not incremented.

d. Step (b)-(c), were repeated until all the paths that had been obtained during step (a) were

encountered and their texts compared. See Figure 3.3, for further illustration.

Figure 3.3: Show How to Create and Detect Changes in Textual Dynamic Parts of Web Pages
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In case any one of the textual nodes had changed either in the first or second case, the

web page textual counter was incremented. The method of dynamic parts could not be applied

to structural changes. This was because when structural dynamic parts of web pages were

checked whether they had changed or not, in case these parts did not change, while the other

parts of the page did change; which was not examined by the way; because the scan was done

just on structural dynamic parts. Hence, when the crawler started to detect changes in the tex-

tual dynamic parts, there was a problem, which was the path of these parts in new and old pages

and which was not identical, therefore the textual comparison was not performed.

After the crawler completed recognising the changes of the web page whether they were

structural or textual, the robot file read, URLs were extracted, and the old web page was replaced

with the new web page in the repository. If the page had no changes then nothing happened and the

crawler would move to the next page.

3.3 Priority of Web Pages in the Frontier (Ordering Schema)

(Adar, Teevan, Dumais and Elsas, 2009) discovered that the most popular and the most frequently

viewed web pages by the users attended to be changed more than the less popular web pages. Based

on that notion, we proposed to use web pages dynamicity as an importance metric in the crawling

process, the more times the page changed, the more important it became. The proposed method in

this dissertation used a combined metric IC(p), using the similarity of web pages crawled by focused

crawler together with their dynamicity, as in equation 3.4:

IC(p) = IS(p) + ID(p)                 (3.4)

      The similarity importance metric (IS(p)) was defined to be the textual similarity between web

page vector and one of the news categories vectors. Web page dynamicity metric (ID(p)) was the to-

tal number of times the web page had changed structurally or textually. A web page that was rele-

vant to one of the news categories and had a high dynamicity was considered one of the most impor-

tant pages. Hence, every time a crawler was looking for the highest score URL, that URL carrying

the highest IC(p) was summoned. To implement this schema efficiently the following procedure had

to be considered:
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1. The crawler created two frontiers to visit: (1) Dynamic frontier: which kept URLs that had

changes registered previously. (2) Static frontier: which kept URLs that had never undergone

any changes, as well as the new URLs that had been drawn from either web pages that had chan-

ged or new web pages.

2. Ordering the Frontiers: dynamic frontier was ordered in descending order based on the dynami-

city of its web pages just once at the beginning of the crawling phase. Static frontier was ordered

based on the similarity of web pages; every time a URL was added to the static frontier, a reor-

dering process was performed. The overall process of ordering URLs in both dynamic and static

frontier and detecting changes in their web pages is illustrated in Figure B.1 in Appendix (B).

3.4: Evaluation Phase

On the contrary, other methods used by crawlers like PageRank, Backlink Count and For-

ward Link Count gave priority to the page based on its importance to the other pages. And even if

the pages were static and unchanging, they were crawled first due to their importance to other

pages. However, the proposed method in this dissertation, which examined the dynamicity of the

page itself without its relation to other pages, gave the priority to changed web pages and postponed

the static pages.

So PageRank, Backlink Count, and Forward Link Count were applied, to see what the

crawl priority of pages which was considered the highest dynamic in the proposed method. The cal-

culation of values from both methods PageRank and backlink was achieved at the level of all web

pages' categories, that was because they indicated the total number of web pages referred to the web

page.

At each crawling phase, web crawler recalculates the scores of the collected web pages and

reorder them to be recrawled from the most important to the least. Therefore a time comparison be-

tween the PageRank and the proposed method in this dissertation were performed, to indicate how

long both methods take to recalculate web pages' scores and reorder them at the beginning of each

crawling process.

3.5 Summary

The prioritising and ordering of URLs in the frontier implemented in the proposed method

by using a combined metrics which implemented by creating the focused web crawler and recognis-
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ing changes appeared in web pages. Therefore, this metric combined between two metrics: (1) Simi-

larity metric: created by implementing a classical focused crawler and assigning pages to their rele-

vant category based on their similarity scores. (2) Web page dynamicity metric: determined by

creating a counter for every page, the counter increased every time a crawler detected changes in the

page. However, as for changes appeared in web pages only the structural and textual changes had

been recognised. Detection of structural changes was performed based on the comparing of all tags

in the web page HTML code, while textual changes performed based on the most textual dynamic

tags of the web page.

At the first stage of each crawling phase, the crawler ordered URLs based on the proposed

combined importance metric and split them into dynamic URLs and static URLs by creating two

frontiers dynamic and static frontier, in order to give priority to dynamic web pages before the static

ones.
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Chapter Four

Implementation

In this chapter, we developed a web crawler that imitates the structure of a particular web

crawler, which was described in chapter three by using C# as the main programming language as

well as using SQL server in the storage features of web pages. In addition, experiments were imple-

mented on a i7-core computer with 8GB of RAM running Window 10.

The remaining of this chapter is formed as follows: Section 4.1 exhibits the main data struc-

tures, and section 4.2 clarifies the main classes used in implementing web crawler architecture and

finally, section 4.3 summarises the chapter.

4.1 Data structure

All the web pages’ metadata and their websites were stored in the relational database tables.

Likewise, the records of the tables accommodated all the information on web pages and sites except

the web pages content, which were saved in folders based on their category, as every category had a

folder representing it. Figure 4.1 shows the database schema. The Metadata of web pages for each

news category is represented in two tables:

Web page features table: the table includes the following data:

Web Page id: unique identifier signifying web page.

Web Page URL: URL of the web page.

Site id: unique identifier signifying web site.

Cosine Similarity Score: web page similarity value.

Structural Counter: representing the number of times a web page has structurally chan-

ged.

Textual Counter: representing the number of times a web page has textually changed.

Web Page Dynamic Parts Table: the table includes the following data:

Web Page id: unique identifier signifying web page.

Part id: unique identifier signifying textual dynamic part of web page.

Part Path: the path of a textual dynamic part.
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Part Text: text of a textual dynamic part.

Path Counter: number of time the path text has changed.

The Metadata of websites by which web pages can relate to, includes:

Site id: unique identifier signifying website URL.

Site URL: URL of the website.

Number of URLs: number of web pages for each site.

Figure 4.1: Database Schema

4.2 Classes

In this section, the main classes used in web crawler were represented in the following:

fetching web page, parsing web page, terms selection, similarity threshold, cosine similarity, proces-

sing robot file, URLs extraction, detecting webpage changes and the frontier. Figure 4.2 illustrates

the interaction between these classes.
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Figure 4.2: The Main Operation Steps of the Proposed Web Crawler

4.2.1 Class 1: Fetching Web Pages

Within this class, a web page would be retrieved and a tree module of the web page would

be built, and it consisted of two modules:

1. Fetching Module: Extracting the URLs from the frontier in order to fetch their web pages from

the web. The Fetching process of web pages would be implemented by the regular HTTP transac-

tion.

Microsoft .NET framework possesses System.Net namespace, including HttpWebRequest

and HttpWebResponse classes used in accessing internet resources. Additionally, the WebRe-

quest object that transfers a URL identified the required web page through creating an HTTP re-

quest to the web server, and HttpWebResponse object had the web page as a data stream, which

would be read and transformed into a string by the Stream and StringBuilder classes.

Furthermore, HttpWebRequest class had a timeout feature which was responsible for the

number of seconds the request of the webpage should wait before the time was out, and in this

dissertation, it remained for 60000 milliseconds (one minute).

2. Tree Builder Module: Following the downloading process, the webpage would be sent into the

tree module builder, therefore:

a. Webpage text string would be represented as a tree structure of tags, where all elements were

represented with tags such as <body>,<table> or <p>, became nodes.

b. Scripts, style, HTML tags and comments would be excluded from the tree. In some cases, la-

ter HTML tags would be preserved.
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Results of this class were a tree of the web pages with eliminating unnecessary tags.

4.2.2 Class 2: Parsing Web Pages

Parsing of the web page involved extracting words and URLs from the web page tree (URL

extraction will be explained in section 4.2.7 ). In order to extract terms, following steps had to be im-

plemented, and the web page (http://www.bbc.com/sport/tennis) will be used as an example to de-

monstrate the process:

1. Web page tree would be returned from class 1, and this process included eliminating all tags,

which indicated that only text remained.

2. Web page text would be split into tokens based on white spaces and delimiters and would be

added into an array (A). Figure C.1 in Appendix (C) shows a portion of tokens of the web page

that amounts nearly 4856 tokens.

3. Eliminating stop words from array (A), where a list of common English stop words is shown in

Table C.1 in Appendix (C).

4. Performing the stemming process on the remaining words in the array. Figure C.2 in Appendix

(C) shows array (A) after eliminating the stop words and performing the stemming process, as

we can notice the number of tokens (words) decreased to 351.

5. Creating a new array named as the web page vector, which saved each word and its frequency in

the array (A). Figure C.3 in Appendix (C) illustrates the web page vector.

The output of this class revealed that web page vector contained each and every word and

its frequency in the web page.

4.2.3 Class 3: Terms Selection

This class is executed to create a set of vectors that expressed news categories (Business,

Crime, Health, Politics, Sports, and Technology). These vectors were created automatically without

a specialist’s assistance (as discussed in chapter 3 section 3.1.1). In order to generate these vectors,

web pages, which were expressing news categories, were required to be collected, and two methods

to collect the web pages were used.

The first method was implemented using the Google search engine. This method was ap-

plied only once before the start of crawling web pages and it is as follows:
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1. Each category was issued as a query in Google, as for the sports category, the query was like (most

important sports news sites).

2. Top 15 sites were chosen for the displayed results.

3. The first pages of each site were selected as web pages representing the category.

Table D.1 in Appendix (D) shows the selected pages.

The Second method, which was implemented using irrelevant web pages. This method were

made throughout the crawling phases. Figure 4.3 display instances of web pages, which were related

to various categories. However, they were categorised as irrelevant, since the similarity value was

being less than the stipulated threshold.

Figure 4.3: Neglected Relevant URLs

After collecting URLs whether of Google or throughout the crawling process, the process of

chosen most frequent terms was implemented as following:

1. All of the collected URLs their web pages were downloaded and parsed by implementing class 1

and 2, and respectively returned with web page vectors holding stemmed terms of the web page,
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and their frequency which was collected and saved in a table L.

2. The most frequent N terms were selected from the table L, where N differed from category to

other because, after a particular number of terms, the importance of words decreased and did

not express the category. For more about this process return back to chapter 3 section (3.1.1).

In addition, Table C.2 in Appendix (D) illustrates some of the URLs taken during the se-

venth crawling phase of  crime news category. Furthermore, Figure 4.4 shows the top ten most fre-

quent words which were derived from them. The idea behind choosing the top ten words was be-

cause of the words after the tenth term, the terms were considered normal and did not express the

category; for instance: (Year, live, post, short, like, group... etc) they were not expressing the cate-

gory.

Figure 4.4 : The Most Frequent Top Ten Terms from URLs in Table (2)

Result of this class was the terms that are representing news categories.

4.2.4 Class 4: Determining Similarity Threshold Value

As discussed in chapter 3 section 3.1.2 to determine the relevancy of web page to a news ca-

tegory, its similarity value had to be compared by the specified threshold value to decide whether

the web page would be accepted and saved or dismissed.

In this class, the similarity threshold was defined to all news categories, by calculating the

arithmetic means of their web pages. For the first crawling process, the similarity threshold was de-

termined using the collection of pages displayed in Table D.1 in Appendix (D) that have been used in

extracting terms, while in another crawling process, the calculating threshold was performed with

pages that have been visited previously by the crawler. The following illustrations describe how to

collect and prepare these pages to define the similarity threshold:

1. Case 1: Determining the threshold using collecting pages:

a. For each news category, URLs were gathered from Table D.1 in Appendix (D).
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b. Each URL was sent to class1 to download its web page and to class 2 to be returned by its web

page vector.

c. Class 5 (classifying web pages) were implemented using the web page vector passed in step 2

to measure the similarity value of the web page.

d. Calculate the arithmetic mean of the similarity values of the web pages.

e. Steps (b)-(d) were repeated with each set of URLs that were representing the news category

in Table D.1 in Appendix (D).

2. Case 2: Determining the threshold by using the previously visited web pages:

a. URLs of web pages were retrieved from the database tables, each category individually.

b. Extracting the similarity values of all URLs and calculating their arithmetic mean. Figure 4.5

shows similarity thresholds of news categories used in the eighth crawling phase calculating

by the similarity of the URLs previously crawled.

Figure 4.5: Similarity Thresholds for Eighth Crawling Process

All in all, the results of this class displayed the threshold similarity values which was used by

the crawler to decide whether to keep or to ignore the web page. Additionally, in case the page simi-

larity was greater than or equal to the threshold, then the web page was saved and its URL was at-

tached into its category news table, the robot file was scanned and the URLs were extracted and pro-

cessed. Otherwise, the web page was neglected.
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4.2.5 Class 5: Classifying Web Pages

Following downloading and parsing the page content, came the web page classification

phase using the cosine similarity. The similarity of web pages was one of the metrics used in the pro-

posed web crawler in prioritising URLs in the frontier. Cosine similarity was used to measure the co-

sine angle between two vectors, it is the dot product of two vectors that divided by the product of

their lengths. However, in this dissertation, cosine similarity value was determined between web

page vector and news vectors (created in class3). The Following steps show procedures what it

would take to calculate cosine similarity and to categorise the web page that was continuing with

(http://www.bbc.com/sport/tennis) web page (Manning, Raghavan and Schütze, 2008):

1. Web page vector was retrieved from class 2. Figure C.3 in Appendix (C) displays

(http://www.bbc.com/sport/tennis) web page vector.

2. Calculating Scalar Dot Product value between web page vector X and news category vector Y. The

dot product was a multiplication process of words frequency, which was made between every two

similar words in both vectors and the words that did not have matching words were disregarded.

The scalar product of vector X and vector Y was defined in equation 4.1:

Where Xn and Yn are the frequency of words in both vectors where all terms within the news vec-

tors have a frequency of value one and n is the dimension of the shortest vector, and it was the

news vector in all cases. Figures; 4.6.a-4.6.f shows the dot product-process of web page vector

with all news categories vectors.

(a): Dot Product between Web Page Vector and Business News Vector
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(b): Dot Product between Web Page Vector and Crime News Vector

(c): Dot Product between Web Page Vector and Health News Vector

(d): Dot Product between Web Page Vector and Politics News Vector

(e): Dot Product between Web Page Vector and Sports News Vector
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(f): Dot Product between Web Page Vector and Technology News Vector
Figure 4.6: Dot Product Between Web Page Vector and News Categories Vectors

3. Calculating the length (or magnitude) of both, the web page vector and the news categories vec-

tors using the formula in equation 4.2:

where n is the number of words in the vector and Xi and Yi are the frequency of words in both vec-

tors.

4. Calculating the cosine similarity through dividing the dot product of two vectors by the product of

the two vectors lengths, as the formula in equation 4.3:

5. Steps (2)-(4) were repeated between the web page vector and each one of the six news vectors.

6. Subsequent to the achievement of computing cosine similarity between the web page vector and

news vectors, the web page was categorised and added to the category that held the highest cosine

similarity value, which was, in this case, the sports category and its similarity value

(0.324101861776082). Figure 4.7 displays the results of computing cosine similarity of

(http://www.bbc.com/sport/tennis) web page.

7. Calculating the average of cosine similarity value between the web page similarity value and the

similarity of web page URL anchor text (this will be explained later in class7).

Similarity (page, sport news category) = Cosine Ө (page, sport news category)  =
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8. Comparing the similarity value with the sports category threshold value. In case the similarity va-

lue was greater than or equal the threshold value, the web page would be accepted, or otherwise

ignored.

Figure 4.7: Results of Computing Cosine Similarity of (http://www.bbc.com/sport/tennis) Web
Page

The results of this class illustrated the similarity value and the category of the web page.

4.2.6 Class 6: Reading Robot File

The purpose of this class is to read and extract disallowed (blocked) URLs of a website that

is not visited by the crawler. In addition, at the beginning of each crawling process, a temporary ta-

ble named (Blocked_URLs Table) was created and used to save all the blocked URLs of all the

crawled websites. When the crawling process terminated, the table would be deleted, that is due to

the modifications that may have happened to the robot file during the crawling processes. Likewise,

the idea of designing the table was to decrease the network loading and time consumed in down-

loading the corresponding file every time a web page of the same website was being crawled. How-

ever, when the crawler visited, the webpage would check whether the blocked URLs of the website,
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to which the web page belonged, have been saved or not. In case they have been stored, the blocked

URLs were retrieved, and if they were not following the steps, they were executed.

By using (http://www.bbc.com/sport/tennis), the following steps demonstrate how to read

and process the robot file:

1. Create a robot file URL, through extracting the URL domain name, including the URL schema,

authority, and an appendix by the path (“/robots.txt”), so the URLs would appear like

(http://www.bbc.com/robots.txt).

2. Download the file and convert it into a text string in order to be processed by implementing

class1. Figure 4.8 displays a portion of www.bbc.com robot file text string.

Figure 4.8:  A Portion of (www.bbc.com) Robot File Text String

3. Part the text into a collection of lines, where each line treated individually. As to the BBC robot

file, which contains 656 line.

4. The lines would be separated into two portions (two string arrays) based on the colons (:) where

the first part is named (command) and the second is (URL) as shown in the example in Figure

4.9. Also, comment lines which begin with a hashtag (#) will be disregarded.

Figure 4.9: Separating the Line of the Robot File string

5. Processing the robot file user-agent and disallow commands. Allow and sitemap was ignored in

this dissertation:

a. User-agent Command: when processing a user agent command, the crawler checked whether

the second part (URL part) was a star (*) that indicates all user agents including our user

agent which do not match other user agent names mentioned in the file. In this case, the com-

mand would be processed and otherwise neglected. Additionally, in (www.bbc.com) robot file,
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several user agents like Googlebot, msnbot, Googlebot-Mobile were mentioned along with

their blocked URLs. Figure E.1.a in Appendix (E) shows a portion of blocked URLs for Google-

bot agent and Figure E.1.b in Appendix (E) displays a collection of blocked URLs to all agents.

b. Disallow Command: after detecting (user-agent:*) command, disallowed commands following

the user agent would be immediately processed and an empty list called (Blocked-list) will be

created for the purpose of adding blocked URLs to it. For this command, the next URL to dis-

allow word would be severed and added to the Blocked list, where a URL which includes this

portion of URL should not be retrieved by the crawler later. Figure E.2.a and Figure E.2.b in

Appendix (E) exhibit blocked URLs of Googlebot agent and other agents respectively.

6. After finishing processing the disallow commands, the Blocked-list contained 145 URL as shown

in Figure E.3.a in Appendix (E) were filled into the (Blocked_URLs Table) along with their site

URL (www.bbc.com) to be regained later to all URLs that belonged to BBC site. Figure E.3.b  in

Appendix (E) shows the blocked URL extracting of (http://www.bbc.com/news/to-

pics/c349zr6w3zjt/republican-party) web page after detecting changes that happened in the

web page (Detecting changes will be discussed in details later in section 4.2.8). The URL con-

tained (news round) blocked path  which was extracted from robot file previously and stored in

the Blocked-URLs Table.

The outcome of this class was a list of blocked URLs of the websites.

4.2.7 Class 7: Extracting URLs of Web Pages

In this class, URLs and their anchor text were extracted, normalised and attached to the

frontier. URLs that were images or files were neglected and URL marked with a hashtag would be ig-

nored too because they led to retrieving the same URL. The following steps demonstrate how to nor-

malise and prioritise URLs, while continuing to use (http://www.bbc.com/sport/tennis), which is

considered as the base URL:

1. Text string of web page would be retrieved and unnecessary tags were removed except HTML

tags using class 2.

2. Extracting URLs of the web page text string, through searching for anchor tags to extract their

href attribute values and anchor text in order to be used in:
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a. Managing URLs in the Frontier, through assigning downloading priorities to URLs in the fron-

tier.

b. Computing cosine similarity of the web page (as discussed in setion 4.2.5).

3. Canonicalisation of URLs, this step involves two cases:

a. Case1: absolute URLs: it's URLs which includes the full path of the page. Because we needed

to restrict the domain to the seed sites (BBC, Aljazeera, TheGuardian, and ABC news) (will be

discussed in section 4.2.9); therefore, when the crawler caught an absolute URL, it checked its

domain name and verified whether it related to the domain of these sites or not. Figure 4.10.a

shows an examples of accepted absolute URLs and Figure 4.10.b examples of ignored URLs.

Figure 4.10: Absolute URLs Extracted of (http://www.bbc.com/sport/tennis) Web Page

b. Case2: relative URLs: there were two forms of relative URLs, root relative URLs, and dot-dot-

slash URLs. The following explanation shows how they will be processed:

i. Root Relative URLs: URLs began with a slash“/” where this fore slash means that these

URLs were relative to the root URL (URL of the site), not the current page path. In addi-

tion, normalising this kind of URLs would be achieved by combining site’s URL into the

relative URL. Figure 4.11.a gives an illustration of how to normalise root relative URL and

Figure 4.11.b gives a specimen of our results.
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           Figure 4.11: Root Relative URLs Extracted of (http://www.bbc.com/sport/tennis)
Web Page

ii. Dot-dot-slash (”../”) URLs: this was a different kind of relative URLs using dot-dot-

slashes, where every dot-dot-slash ordered the crawler to move back one folder position.

In order to process this kind of URLs, the crawler eliminated all dot-dot-slashes, where

every elimination process of ("../") matched an elimination of a folder. After completing,

the base URL was prefixed to the relative URL. Figure 4.12 illustrates how to normalise

dot-dot-slashes URLs.

Figure 4.12: Normalising Dot-Dot-Slash (”../”) URLs

4. Calculate the similarity of URL anchor text, through implementing the following steps:

a. Creating Anchor Text Vector: to create anchor text vector, class 2 was implemented and since

anchor text extracted and did not need to download, only tidying steps which were tokenising,
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eliminating stop words, performing the stemming process and creating a vector of terms with

their frequencies were executed.

b. Calculating Cosine Similarity: similarity value between anchor text and categories vectors

would be calculated by implementing class 5 but rather than web page vector the class would

receive anchor text vector and calculating its similarity. The previously displayed Figure 4.11.b

shows URLs anchor texts and their similarity values.

5. Attaching URLs to the frontier, in which every extracted URL, that has not been added earlier to

the frontier, would be added to the frontier along with its similarity value.

Results of this class displayed a list of extracted and allowed URLs and the cosine similarity

of their anchor text.

4.2.8 Class 8: Detecting Changes of Web pages

Is this class, the crawler revisited the web pages in order to detect their changes. To begin

with, the crawler would go through all the news categories tables (Business, Crime, Health, Politics,

Sports and Technology) one by one, extract their URLs, crawl them again and detect changes that

happened in them. Before starting the crawling process, the threshold similarity value has to be de-

fined for each news category, through implementing Class 4 (the second case). The following proce-

dures have to be carried out before identifying changes in web pages (For more about these proce-

dures turn back to chapter 3, section 3.2):

1. URLs would be retrieved from the database tables and added into the frontier in descending or-

der (this step will be discussed later in section 4.2.9). And URLs would be extracted one by one

from the frontier.

2. The new web page would be downloaded and the old web page retrieved from the archive. Like-

wise; their trees would be built through implementing class 1 without removing HTML tags since

it would be used in detecting the changes.

3. Web page category would be verified to see if it has changed or not and check whether web page

was accepted in the new category or not. Figure 4.13.a and Figure 4.13.b show an instance of web

pages their changed category.
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Figure 4.13: Recategorising Web Pages

There are two kinds of changes that will be considered in this dissertation, and they are the

structural and textual changes.

4.2.8.1 Structural Changes

In this kind of changes, the crawler would recursively traverses the old and new trees, and

each old node would be compared with its corresponding new node. In case the type of both nodes

was not identical, or a number of children of both nodes was not equal, then, the detecting changes

process would be stopped and URLs’ structural counter will increase by one, web pages would be re-

placed, the robot file would be read and URLs would be extracted implementing class 6 and 7 re-

spectively. Figure 4.14 shows business web pages that have been structurally changed.
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Figure 4.14: Web pages of Business Category had Structurally Changed

In the process of detecting structural changes, the crawler would keep traversing both trees

and comparing their nodes until it detected changes or finished scanning all the nodes. However, if

there were not any structural changes, the crawler would verify if there are any textual changes.

4.2.8.2 Textual changes

Detecting textual changes is considered of two stages:

1. Identifying nodes whose texts have changed.

2. Checking the text of nodes that have been previously changed.

The web page (http://www.bbc.com/news/correspondents/davelee) will be used as an ex-

ample to demonstrate these caeses:

1. Case 1: case web page have no previously stored textual parts, in this process the crawler would

recognise textual nodes whose texts have changed, detecting their path, extracting their text and

saving them into database tables as a dynamic nodes of the page. For more about this process,

return back to chapter 3 section 3.2.1.2. Figure 4.15 displays the textual changes appeared in the

case page, followed by an explanation of these changes.
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Figure 4.15: Textual Changes in (http://www.bbc.com/news/correspondents/davelee) Web Page

As it is shown in Figure 4.22 two textual changes happened in the page. The first textual

change was recognised where the text of the old tree “Tech Tent: Has Facebook reached peak cri-

sis?”. Also, in the new tree node “Is Facebook a friend to local journalism?”. The node path in

the new tree:

/html[1]/body[1]/div[1]/div[6]/div[1]/div[4]/div[2]/div[1]/div[2]/div[1]/div[1]/div[1]/div[1]/a

[1]/h2[1]/#text[1]. And the node path in the old tree was as:

/html[1]/body[1]/div[1]/div[6]/div[1]/div[4]/div[2]/div[1]/div[2]/div[1]/div[1]/div[1]/div[1]/a

[1]/h2[1]/#text[1].

Before saving the path, the crawler had to look backward for the first structural ancestor

tag of (#text[1]). Then, the node skipped any tags after it and added the rest of the  path to a

temporary table T (#text[1]).  In this case, div[1] was the first ancestor tag of the node. There-

fore, the path would be saved as:

/html[1]/body[1]/div[1]/div[6]/div[1]/div[4]/div[2]/div[1]/div[2]/div[1]/div[1]/div[1]/div[1].

Figure 4.16 illustrates the process of handling the path.

Figure 4.16: The Process of Handling Path of Text Node
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The second textual change, where the old text was “Tech Tent looks at the latest scandal

to hit Facebook and a looming privacy debate for Google”, and the new text “Facebook has un-

veiled a scheme to train reporters to work in local communities across the UK” . As for the

paths, the node path in the new tree was:

/html[1]/body[1]/div[1]/div[6]/div[1]/div[4]/div[2]/div[1]/div[2]/div[1]/div[1]/div[1]/div[1]/p

[1]/#text[1]. And the node path in the old tree:

/html[1]/body[1]/div[1]/div[6]/div[1]/div[4]/div[2]/div[1]/div[2]/div[1]/div[1]/div[1]/div[1]/p

[1]/#text[1].

This time when processing the path in order to determine the first structural ancestor

tag of (#text[1]) node, it was (div[1]) and the path was:

/html[1]/body[1]/div[1]/div[6]/div[1]/div[4]/div[2]/div[1]/div[2]/div[1]/div[1]/div[1]/div[1],

which means that it corresponds with  the previously stored path. Therefore, this path would be

neglected and would not be added to the table.

As noted in the first and second changes, both #text nodes had the same parent structur-

al node div[1] see Figure 4.17. Thus, this node would be considered as the dynamic node, whose

text has changed. Also, its text: “Is Facebook a friend to local journalism? Facebook has unveiled

a scheme to train reporters to work in local communities across the UK.”.

Figure 4.17: Paths of #Text[1] Nodes

After finishing checking the text of web page nodes, the temporary table T which con-

tained only one node and its data text, path and its counter which would be created and initiated

to 1 would be attached to the technology dynamic parts table.

2. Case 2: checking the text of nodes that have been previously changed and has the highest num-

ber of changes: When the crawler revisited the web page (http://www.bbc.com/news/corre-

spondents/davelee), it had to ensure that the web page did not had any structural changes, in or-
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der for the crawler to begin figuring out textual changes, and since the web page had previously

stored textual parts (dynamic parts), then:

a. Webpage path and its text would be retrieved. The path:

(/html[1]/body[1]/div[1]/div[6]/div[1]/div[4]/div[2]/div[1]/div[2]/div[1]/div[1]/div[1]/div

[1]) and its text “Is Facebook a friend to local journalism? Facebook has unveiled a scheme

to train reporters to work in local communities across the UK.”

b. The text of the corresponding path in the new tree will be extracted and compared with the

old text. The text in the new page was “Tech Tent: Hot gadgets, self-driving cars and a weird

party at CES From a smart plank of wood to a self-driving Russian car, there's endless fun at

the Las Vegas trade show.” since the text of the node changed, its counter will be incremen-

ted by one and its text in database table will be replaced also. Figure 4.18 demonstrates the

result of the comparing process and Figure 4.19 presents the dynamic nodes in the web

page.

c. Every time the crawler detecting textual changes in this page, the path of this node will be

retrieved and its text will be checked. But in the other case, if the page has many dynamic

nodes only the nodes that have the highest counter will be retrieved.

After detecting textual changes either by the first or second cases, the textual counter of the

web page will be incremented by 1, and the web pages will be replaced. And the proceeding actions

should be implemented the robot file should be read and URLs has to be extracted through imple-

menting class 6 and 7 respectively.

Figure 4.18: Changes in Textual Dynamic Nodes of (http://www.bbc.com/news/correspon-

dents/davelee) Web Page
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Figure 4.19: Textual Dynamic Part in (http://www.bbc.com/news/correspondents/davelee) Web
Page

4.2.9 Class 9: The Frontier

It is a class concentrated on receiving and ordering URLs using two importance metrics si-

milarity values and the changes happened in their web pages for the purpose of passing them to the

crawler to prioritise their pages. There were two cases regarding the selection of URLs to supply the

frontier with. The first case was when the crawler initialises for the first time, and the other case was

when it crawled the earlier stored URLs in the database table:

1. The First Case: Initialising the frontier with seed URLs which were provided by the user.

In this status, the crawler started with seed URLs that were provided by the user and crawled

their pages, extracting and going after their links and crawling their web pages also. This process

of crawling web pages and extracting their URLs would be continued until the crawler visited a

particular number of pages (Siqueira et al., 2017). However, in this experiment, the used seed

URLs were the URL of the homepages of the popular News websites, particularly BBC, Al-Ja-

zeera, The Guardian, and ABC news and the steps of this method perform as follows:
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a. Creating URLs queue, which is a list that handles objects as pairs of keys and their values,

where the keys represent URLs and the values represent their importance metric, which in

this case, their cosine similarity values.

b. Initialising URLs queue by seed URLs and setting their similarity values to one. The reason be-

hind that is because if their values initialise to zero, the crawler will go in depth of the first

URL and may never reach the other seed URLs. The used seed URLs are:

i. http://www.bbc.com/

ii. http://www.aljazeera.com/

iii. http://www.theguardian.com/international

iv. http://abcnews.go.com/

b. Categorising seed URLs, URLs pages would be visited, processed and classified by classes 1,2,

and 5 respectively. As homepages of news websites had various classes of news (business, poli-

tics, sport, ..., etc); therefore, they did not have a distinct category. Hence, they were classified

and their URLs were extracted and inserted to the frontier without attaching them to the data-

base tables. Figure 4.20 illustrates the results of crawling and classifying seed pages.

Figure 4.20:  The Results of Crawling and Classifying Seed URLs Pages

c. Strat in the processing of extracting URLs from the frontier crawling, classifying their web

pages and inserting them into their news category tables in the database. This process contin-
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ued 4307 times in this experiment, while we were initialising the frontier for the first crawling

process. Figure 4.21 shows an example of crawled URLs in the first crawling process.

Figure 4.21: Examples of Crawled URLs in the First Cralwing Process

2. The Second Case: initialising the frontier with the beforehand stored URLs:

The crawler would get a list of URLs of the database table, starting with the business table next to

crime, health, politics, sports and lastly technology news table. The Following procedures were

executed to all tables one by one and the political table at the seventh crawling process would be

practiced for illustration:

a. URLs would be retrieved from the political table, which included 487 URLs that added them

into a temporary table T.

b. The crawler would create two frontiers: the static and dynamic frontier. As for the static

queue, it included URLs’ web pages that have never changed their metric, only their cosine si-

milarity values which ranged between zero and one. However, in case of the dynamic queue

contained URLs whose metrics were greater than or equal to one,  they would be represented

in cosine similarity and dynamicity values.

c. All URLs within the temporary table T would be split between the static and dynamic queue,

depending on their importance metrics values. The number of URLs for the dynamic and sta-

tic queues was 356 and 122 URLs respectively. Figure F.1 in Appendix (F) demonstrates a set

of political URLs in the static and dynamic queue at the crawling process number.
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d. The dynamic queue would be crawled first, followed by the static queue. While crawling URLs,

any web page whether dynamic or static that changed, its URLs would be extracted to be at-

tached to the static queue, and every time a URL was added to the static queue, the queue

would be reordered based on the similarity value of its anchor text in descending order. There-

fore, when the crawler started crawling the static queue, sometimes the new URLs that had a

greater similarity than old URLs would be crawled first. Figure F.2 in Appendix (F) shows a

process of crawling new URLs in which their similarity value of their anchors' texts were great-

er than the similarity value (anchor text and web page similarity value) of the previously

stored URLs.

e. URLs extracting of web pages while crawling URLs of the political news category, if any URL

whose category was not political would be neglected, and the crawler would only concentrate

on the current category.

These nine classes were operating in a sequence while the crawler was executing, as in fol-

lowing steps:

1. Step 01: Create terms vectors that represent news categories (class3).

2. Step 02: Determining similarity threshold values (class 4).

3. Step 03: Initializing frontier with seed URLs (Class9).

4. Step 04: Extracting URL of the frontier and fetching their corresponding web page (class1).

5. Step 05: Parsing web page to create its vector (class2).

6. Step 06: Calculating the web page cosine similarity (class 5). Just in case web page similarity va-

lue greater than or equal the defined threshold following steps will be executed otherwise, the

next URL will be extracted of the frontier.

7. Step 07: Detecting changes in the web page, in case the web page is not crawling for the first

time (class 8).

8. Step 08: Processing robot file (class 6).

9. Step 09: Extracting URLs of the web page (class 7).

10. Step 10: repeating step (2)_(9) until a specific number of URLs  is reached.

11. Step 11: collecting new terms using un_relevant URLs (class 3).
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4.3  Summary

During this chapter, web pages were crawled and classified into their news category by the

cosine similarity measure and the changes appeared in them were recursively discovered by the

crawler. And the results of classification and detecting changes processes were both combined and

used as an importance metrics in prioritising URLs of web pages in the frontier.
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Chapter Five

Results and Discussions

In this chapter, we will display the results of implementing the crawling process on web

pages presented in chapter 3, and which was performed in this experiment eight times. This chapter

will be formed as follows: Section 5.1 will provide the terms representing news categories; section

5.2 will present the number of URLs collected from the sites used as seed URLs; section 5.3 will il-

lustrate the characteristics of the news categories; section 5.4 will show the results of implementing

the dynamic and static frontier; and finally section 5.5 will show a brief comparision between the

proposed approach in this dissertation and other crawling methods and finally section 5.6 summar-

ise this chapter.

5.1 News Terms

As discussed earlier in chapter 4 section 4.2.3, for each category a set of terms representing

them will be defined. The implementation of the two methods mentioned in chapter 4 was effective

in collecting the terms. In the second method, we noticed that in the advanced crawling stages the

same terms began to be repeated in all the classified web page groups. Hence, at the seventh and

eighth stages, we settled on implementing this method, and to be content with the sufficient cumula-

tive number of terms.

The number of terms resulting for the categories of business, crime, health, politics, sports,

and technology was 37, 73, 35, 30, 51 and 63, respectively. Table G.1 in Appendix (G) displays the to-

tal terms for all the news categories.

5.2 Maximum Number of URLs for Seed Websites

There are two methods to limit web crawlers: 1) crawl depth, and 2) maximum number of

URLs; and since we used the best first crawler which downloads web pages based on their similarity

values computed between web pages and news categories, then to control our crawler, we used the

second option: maximum number of URLs. For each one of the following websites (BBC, Aljazeera,

The Guardian and ABC news) that were used as seeds, URLs were restricted to 2000 URLs.

The total number of collected URLs through the crawling process were 1994 URLs, distribu-

ted between websites, such as BBC, with a number of 1001 URLs, THE GUARDIAN with 706 URLs,
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343 URLs for ALJAZEERA, and ABC NEWS with a total of 439 URLs.

5.3 Categories Characteristics

The results of crawling news categories were divided as follows:

1. Number of pages for each category.

2. Evaluation of web crawler for each category.

3. Total number of changes happening to the web pages of the categories at each crawling

phase.

4. Total number of dynamic and static URLs for each category at each crawling phase.

5.3.1 Number of Pages for Each Category

A web crawler visits the web pages and categorised them by implementing the cosine simi-

larity to one of the previously specified news categories. Table 5.1 shows the total number of URLs

and their websites for each category in descending order, where the sports category has the highest

number of URLs.

Table 5.1: Number of URLs for Each News Category
Category Number of Pages Website Number of URLs

SPORTS 739

BBC 661

ALJAZEERA 12

THE GUARDIAN 64

ABC NEWS 2

POLITICS 428

BBC 45

ALJAZEERA 128

THE GUARDIAN 189

ABC NEWS 66

BUSINESS 404

BBC 211

ALJAZEERA 8

THE GUARDIAN 166

ABC NEWS 19

HEALTH 278

BBC 74

ALJAZEERA 1

THE GUARDIAN 199

ABC NEWS 4

CRIME 196 BBC 0

ALJAZEERA 188
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Category Number of Pages Website Number of URLs

CRIME 196
THE GUARDIAN 0

ABC NEWS 8

TECHNOLOGY 100

BBC 10

ALJAZEERA 1

THE GUARDIAN 87

ABC NEWS 2

5.3.2 Focused Crawler Performance for Each Category

In this section, the performance of the crawler for each category will be evaluated by harvest

ratio, is an important information retrieval performance metric, and widely used in evaluation the

focused web crawler performance. To clarify, harvest ratio is used to measure the efficiency of the

crawler in crawling relevant  pages and to discard the irrelevant ones; its value ranges from zero to

one. Harvest ratio is shown in equation 5.1 (Choudhary & Roy, 2013).

The effectiveness of a focused crawler is decided by employing the harvest ratio which mea-

sures the rate at which the relevant pages are crawled, and how effectively the irrelevant pages are

eliminated from the crawling process.

The Figure 5.1 shows, for each category, the number of relative pages out of the total

crawled ones, and the crawler's performance through all eighth phases. The maximum number of

iterations for the crawler at each crawling phase was specified, but the number of pages crawled was

rarely equal to the number of URLs specified. The reason for that is:

1. Most web pages have no HTTP response.

2. Due to the density of the links and their distribution inside the seed websites chosen for

crime and technology categories, we can notice from the figure how few pages were

crawled, unlike other categories.
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         (a):  Number Of Pages For Business Category                      (b):Harvest RatioFor Business Category

        (c): Number Of Pages For Crime Category                             (d): Harvest Ratio For Crime Category

        (e):  Number Of Pages For Health Category                           (f): Harvest Ratio For Health Category
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        (g): Number Of PagesFor Politics Category                          (h): Harvest Ratio For Politics Category

        (i):  Number Of Pages For Sports Category                             (j): Harvest Ratio For Sports Category

        (k):  Number Of Pages For Technology Category                  (l):  Harvest Ratio For Technology Category
Figure 5.1: Number of Reletive Web Pages and Harvest Ratio For All News Categories

Based on the results from the harvest ratio which shown in Figure 5.1, we observe that:

1. In all categories, the harvest ratio at the first phase was limited. To explain, at this phase, 668

web pages were crawled and distributed between all categories while during the other seven

stages, each category will be crawled individually.

2. Harvest ratio for the four categories of politics, sports, business, and health is considered very
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high compared to the other two categories of crime and technology. As mentioned previously,

this is due to the density of the links and their distribution inside the seed websites that have

been chosen.

3. The non-stability of harvest ratio values as it varies with the number of pages crawled. To solve

this problem and increase the harvest ratio, (Choudhary and Roy, 2013) proposed a semantic fo-

cused web crawler and compared its performance to the basic crawler, focused crawler, and

priority-based focused crawler using harvest ratio. The performance of the three crawlers was

unstable too, while the semantic crawler outperformed them, even when its performance de-

creased, it remained more stable. This work has been mentioned in chapter 2 section 2.4.

5.3.3 Changes of News Categories Web Pages:

In this section, we will display the total number of pages whose category has been changed

as all pages re-categorised before their changes are detected and then displayed the total changes

that have been made to the web pages during crawling phases.

5.3.3.1 Re-Categorising Categories Web Pages

As has been discussed in chapter 4 section4.2.8, before recrawling web pages, the process of

re-categorising the previously stored web pages will be performed. Figure 5.2 exhibits for each cate-

gory the percentage of pages that their categories have changed all over the seven crawling stages,

whereas for first stage, there are still no pages. The highest rate was for politics category while the

lowest was for technology category for its web pages were steady and have not changed.

Figure 5.2: Percentage of Web Pages Their Category Has Changed
Through the seventh Crawling Phases

All the pages had their categories changed, either because of the dynamicity of their text or
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because of changes in the terms representing the category between the crawling phases (as dis-

cussed in chapter 4 section 4.2.3). As a result of re-categorising web pages, the number of URLs for

some categories will sometimes be reduced but URLs of other categories will not necessarily be in-

creased, and that is because web pages similarity values are less than the category threshold. Hence

these re-categorised web pages will be eliminated and not attached to the category that these pages

changed to.

For example, referring to Figure 5.1.c, we note that the number of pages in phase 4 has been

reduced from 38 to 33. The reason is that five pages had their category changed to political category,

three have been deleted and two accepted and added to the politics category.

5.3.3.2 Structural and Textual Changes of Categories Web pages

The web crawler revisits web pages to recognise whether they had modified structurally or

textually. These modifications will be used as the importance metrics, together with the similarity

values of web pages to prioritise their URLs inside the frontier. Figure 5.3 shows the percentages of

total structural and textual modifications appearing in all categories web pages throughout all the

crawling phases.

Figure 5.3: Total of Structural and Textual Changes
Through Crawling Phases

It is obvious that the structural changes exceed the textual changes. Therefore, upon know-

ing the method used in this search, any web page has structurally changed can be textually changed

as the text-changing page is structurally non-volatile. Besides, consideration was being given to

whether there had been any structural changes in advance before considering the text.

Figure 5.4 shows the total structural and textual changes for all categories through the seven

crawling phases, where the horizontal axis denotes the number of relevant pages entered from the
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previous phase and the vertical axis denotes the number of structural and textual changes that have

appeared in the crawled pages. For example, in Figure 5.4.a at the second phase of the business cate-

gory, the crawler receives 131 URLs collected from the first phase, and as we can observe 63 (46%)

out of 131 web pages have changed at the second phase. Following the finished crawling of the sec-

ond phase, the obtained 180 web pages will be used as input for the third phase and so on.

    (a): Changes for Business Category Pages                           (b): Changes for Crime Category Pages

           (c): Changes for Health Category Pages                          (d): Changes for Politics Category Pages

        (e): Changes for Sports Category Pages                         (f):Changes for Technology Category Pages
Figure 5.4: Total Changes Appeared in Categories Web Pages
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As appearing in the previous Figures, all the categories were structurally and textually chan-

ged, with the most of changes being structural, except for the category of crime where the structural

changes were almost completely non-existent, with most of the changes being textual; in addition to

the political category where all the changes had almost high rates through all stages.

5.4 The Frontier

After listing the results of the web pages classification process and counting the number of

times web pages had changed. Both the similarity and changes of web pages used as importance me-

trics to prioritise the URLs within the frontier during crawling phases.

During each crawling phase, two static and dynamic frontiers are configured where the

URLs in the dynamic frontier are of the highest importance so they will be crawled first followed by

the static frontier URLs. Figure 5.5 shows the total dynamic and static URLs for each category at the

beginning of each crawling phase. From the Figure, we notice that the more we crawl, the greater

the number of dynamic URLs we get.

Fig 5.1: Dynamic and Static URLs for Business Category    Fig 5.2:Dynamic and Static URLs for Crime Category

Fig 5.3: Dynamic and Static URLs for Health Category     Fig 5.4:Dynamic and Static URLs for Politics Category
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       Fig 5.5: Dynamic and Static URLs for Sports                   Fig 5.6:Dynamic and Static URLs for Technology
                                        Category                                                                                         Category

Figure 5.5: Dynamic and Static URLs For All Categories Through All Crawling Phases

During all crawling phases, a queue named priority queue is created where each one of the

crawled URLs that extracted from the frontier is appended together with its priority value to this

queue based on its crawling order. When the execution is terminated, this queue is saved inside a

file, and due to a large number of URLs, Figure 5.6 displays a portion of screenshots of these files

during the first crawling phase, as well as the middle and final phases of the sports category.

(a): Portion of URLs in Priority Queue at The First Crawling Phase
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(b): Portion of Dynamic URLs in Priority Queue at The Fourth Crawling Phase
for Sports News Category

(c): Portion of Static URLs in Priority Queue at The Fourth Crawling Phase
for Sports News Category

(d): Portion of Dynamic URLs in Priority Queue at The Eighth Crawling Phase
for Sports News Category
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(e): Portion of Static URLs in Priority Queue at The Eighth Crawling Phase
for Sports News Category

Figure 5.6: Portions of Dynamic and Static URLs at First, Middle and Final Crawling Phases

Based on the results observed from the priority queue, it is clear thet all dynamic URLs

crawled first, followed by static URLs based on their priority values.

As for the dynamic frontier, there are web pages, which considered not dynamic while their

dynamicity in high as in (http://www.aljazeera.com/news/2017/01/donald-trump-russian-hack-

ing-election-outcome-170107034647205.html) web page, in the case of these pages there are parts

of them, that are changing continuously making its dynamicity higher while the rest of the page is

static. Figure 5.7 shows the most dynamic parts of the page which are trending and tweeting parts.

Figure 5.7: Dynamic Parts of (http://www.aljazeera.com/news/2017/01/donald-trump-russian-
hacking-election-outcome-170107034647205.html) Web Page
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5.5 Dynamicity approach versus (PageRank, Backlink Count and Forward Link

Count)

As discussed in chapter 3 section 3.4 that on the contrary, other methods used by crawlers

like: PageRank, Backlink Count and Forward Link Count which give priority to the page based on its

importance to the other pages unlike the proposed method in this dissertation, which examines the

dynamicity of the page itself without its relation to other pages. Tables (5.2) to (5.7) shows the five

top most dynamic pages in each category and their priority order in PageRank, Backlink and For-

ward algorithms.

Table 5.2: Priority Order of Top Five Most Dynamic Page in Business Category
 Compared with PageRank, Backlink Count and Forward link Count Algorithms

URL Dynamicity Pagerank Backlinks Forward

http://www.bbc.com/news/business-46053283 1 86 98 312

http://www.theguardian.com/business/global-
economy 2 87 193 265

http://www.bbc.com/news/business-36544970 3 88 100 372

http://www.theguardian.com/business/stock-
markets 4 89 182 195

http://www.bbc.com/news/business-46068270 5 90 276 313

Table 5.3: Priority Order of Top Five Most Dynamic Page in Crime Category
 Compared with PageRank, Backlink Count and Forward link Count Algorithms

URL Dynamicity Pagerank Backlinks Forward

http://www.aljazeera.com/news/2018/10/ger-
many-arrests-suspect-killing-viktoria-marinova-1
81010093524925.html

1 38 126 20

http://abcnews.go.com/US/wireStory/convict-
convicted-fatal-shooting-tennessee-officer-58961
664

2 100 45 114

http://www.aljazeera.com/news/2018/10/sus-
pect-arrested-bulgarian-journalist-murder-
report-181009113724699.html

3 86 180 32

http://www.aljazeera.com/news/2018/03/boli-
via-prisoners-killed-police-raid-notorious-jail-18
0315080551666.html

4 184 43 103

http://www.aljazeera.com/news/2018/09/phi-
lippine-mayor-duterte-drug-list-shot-dead-
gunmen-180905002148688.html

5 93 181 62
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Table 5.4: Priority Order of Top Five Most Dynamic Page in Health Category
 Compared with PageRank, Backlink Count and Forward link Count Algorithms

URL Dynamicity Pagerank Backlinks Forward

http://abcnews.go.com/Health 1 10 2 109

http://www.theguardian.com/science/cancer 2 20 58 15

http://www.theguardian.com/science/medical-
research 3 21 57 75

http://www.theguardian.com/society/cancer 4 22 90 23

http://www.theguardian.com/science/drugs 5 23 103 40

Table 5.5: Priority Order of Top Five Most Dynamic Page in Political Category
 Compared with PageRank, Backlink Count and Forward link Count Algorithms

URL Dynamicity Pagerank Backlinks Forward

http://www.aljazeera.com/news/2017/01/do-
nald-trump-russian-hacking-election-outcome-1
70107034647205.html

1 261 335 189

http://www.aljazeera.com/news/2018/09/mid-
term-elections-key-issues-
180928103258276.html

2 11 42 421

http://abcnews.go.com/Politics 3 28 3 371

http://abcnews.go.com/WNT/video/president-
obama-gave-heated-speech-trump-ahead-
midterm-57712195

4 292 349 406

http://www.aljazeera.com/news/2016/07/oba-
ma-clinton-qualified-president-16072723303031
1.html

5 293 225 182

Table 5.6: Priority Order of Top Five Most Dynamic Page in Sports Category
 Compared with PageRank, Backlink Count and Forward link Count Algorithms

URL Dynamicity Pagerank Backlinks Forward

http://www.bbc.com/sport/cricket/live-scores 1 43 27 513

http://www.bbc.com/sport/rugby-league 2 10 7 83

http://www.bbc.com/sport/football/45823981 3 603 438 412

http://www.bbc.com/sport/rugby-
union/teams/sale 4 238 493 122

http://www.bbc.com/sport/swimming/455037
95 5 239 466 366

Table 5.7: Priority Order of Top Five Most Dynamic Page in Technology Category
 Compared with PageRank, Backlink Count and Forward link Count Algorithms

URL Dynamicity Pagerank Backlinks Forward

http://www.theguardian.com/technology/elon-
musk 1 67 91 73
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URL Dynamicity Pagerank Backlinks Forward

http://www.theguardian.com/technology/data-
protection 2 81 96 6

http://abcnews.go.com/Technology 3 3 2 90

http://www.theguardian.com/uk/technology 4 9 83 99

http://www.theguardian.com/technology/sam-
sung 5 4 40 78

After implementing and comparing the algorithms mentioned above, the results indicate

that:

1. The most dynamic web pages sometimes have the lowest priority in PageRank, Backlink Count

and Forward Link Count algorithms.

2. As for the PageRank algorithm, the more we progress in the crawling phases, the greater the

number of pages that refer to each other we get, which means increasing their importance and

thus increase their priority.  For example (http://abcnews.go.com/Health) web page when the

PageRank algorithm implemented after the first crawling phase, its priority was 147, while after

the eighth phases the priority as shown in Table 5.4, which was 10.

As for the time performance between the PageRank and our proposed method, the time dif-

ference was very wide, where at the eighth phase of the crawling, PageRank algorithm required 35

hours while the proposed method required 341 milliseconds to calculate web pages’ scores and reor-

der them. This is because of the computational complexity of the PageRank algorithm to determine

the importance of web pages while in the proposed method is just required to collect web pages si-

milarity with their dynamicity.

5.6 Summary

The terms representing news categories, the total number of URLs for each news category

and number of changes appeared in their web pages was displayed in this chapter. Results of the

frontier were displayed and shown that the proposed method gives promised results in crawling the

most dynamic web pages first and finally a brief comparison between the proposed metric and other

metrics used by the crawler is performed and shown that even if the page having the highest dyna-

micity in some cases will crawl later not earlier in the other methods.
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Chapter Six

Conclusion and Future Works

We conclude in this chapter the dissertation and suggest some future works.

6.1 Conclusion

This dissertation is interested in the problem of crawlers, namely how a crawler gives prior-

ity to web pages so that the most important ones are crawled before the least important. The crawler

revisits pages to discover changes and to provide search engines with fresh copies. In fact, due to the

problems facing web crawlers, they should try to explore the changes that have occurred on the most

important pages first before the less important ones.

In this dissertation, a new strategy to prioritise web pages in web crawling is proposed.

Therefore, we designed a focused web crawler that utilises similarity and dynamicity of web pages in

assigning importance to them. On that account, the structural and textual changes of the pages are

enumerated and the web pages are crawled from top to bottom. However, when concerning the tex-

tual changes in the web pages instead of looking at the whole text of the web page, we proposed that

the crawler will look at the text of the most unsteady parts of the web page and will neglect the rest.

In addition, two frontiers are configured. Dynamic frontier for dynamic URLs and static frontier for

static URLs. And since the dynamic pages have the highest priority, the URLs of the dynamic fron-

tier are crawled first and then followed by static URLs. The results from the crawler implementation

were effective in showing that the higher dynamic pages took precedence in crawling.

6.2 Future Works

The Future work includes the following:

1. Crawl JavaScript Pages: currently most sites are built using JavaScript language. As a result,

a large part of the script tags are embedded within web pages. The script tags contain codes to

add and edit page content, either structurally or textually. In this dissertation we have created

HTML crawler which extracts only the HTML code of the web pages and neglects script tags, for

example, CNN website are built using the JavaScript, when the crawler crawls its web pages the

crawler will not get any codes from the pages except their main parts such as the menu and the

footer. Additionally, in future research, it would be interesting to create a web crawler, which
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can recognise and read these kind of web pages and detect the most dynamic (changing) part of

them either structurally or textually instead of reading the entire page.

2. Detecting Presentation Changes: detecting presentation changes, which occur when the ap-

pearance of the page changes.

3. Parallel Web Crawler: since we use a set of news categories and crawl each category indivi-

dually. Therefore, to speed up the crawling, the parallel crawling process needs to be implemen-

ted to crawl all categories at once to reduce the crawling time.
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Appendix A

The Overall Crawling Process of Classic Focused Crawler

Figure A.1: The Overall Crawling Process of Classic Focused Crawler
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Appendix B

 The Overall Process of Ordering URLs in both Dynamic and Static Frontiers

and Detecting Changes in their Web Pages

(a): Process of Detecting Changes in Web Pages
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(b): Process of Creating the Dynamic and Static Frontier

(c): Process of Returning the Highest URL

Figure B.1: Overall Crawling Process of Ordering URLs
and Detecting Changes in Web Pages
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Appendix C

Parsing Web Pages

Figure C.1: Portion of Tokens of (http://www.bbc.com/sport/tennis) Web Page
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Table C.1: English Stop Words

Stop word Stop word Stop word Stop word Stop word Stop word

a didn't him not that we're

about do himself o that's we've

above does his of the were

after doesn't how off their weren't

again doing how's on theirs what

against don't i once them what's

all down i'd only themselves when

am during i'll or then when's

an e i'm other there where

and each i've ought there's where's

any f if our these which

are few in ours they while

aren't for into ourselves they'd who

as from is out they'll who's

at further isn't over they're whom

b g it own they've why

be h it's p this why's

because had its q those with

been hadn't itself r through won't

before has j s to would

being hasn't k same too wouldn't

below have l shan't u x

between haven't let's she under y

both having m she'd until you

but he me she'll up you'd

by he'd more she's v you'll

c he'll most should very you're

can't he's mustn't shouldn't w you've

cannot her my so was your

could here myself some wasn't yours

couldn't here's n such we yourself

d hers no t we'd yourselves
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Stop word Stop word Stop word Stop word Stop word Stop word

did herself nor than we'll z

Figure C.2: Displays Array (A) After Eliminating Stop Words and Performing the Stemming
Process
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Figure C.3: Illustrates the Vector of (http://www.bbc.com/sport/tennis) Web Page
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     Appendix D

Terms Selection

Table D.1: Pages Used in Terms Extraction

Category Web Pages

Business https://www.wsj.com/india
https://www.ft.com/
https://money.cnn.com/
https://www.foxbusiness.com/
https://www.morningstar.com/
http://fortune.com/
https://www.business-standard.com/
https://www.thehindubusinessline.com/
https://www.businesstoday.in/
https://business.financialpost.com/
https://www.moneyweb.co.za/
https://www.businessdailyafrica.com/
https://www.baystreet.ca/
https://smallcappower.com/
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/

Crime http://www.insidesocal.com/sgvcrime/
https://mylifeofcrime.wordpress.com/
https://blogs.findlaw.com/blotter/
http://www.crime-research.org/latestnews
https://www.crimetraveller.org/
https://www.reddit.com/r/TrueCrime
http://spdblotter.seattle.gov/
http://www.cwbchicago.com/
https://nypost.com/tag/crime/
http://www.blog.murdermap.co.uk/
https://www.thecrimemag.com/
https://ididitforjodie.com/
http://ukcriminallawblog.com/
https://the-line-up.com/
http://crimedaily.com/
https://www.huffingtonpost.com/section/crime

Health https://consumer.healthday.com/
https://www.bbc.com/news/health
https://www.msn.com/en-us/health/
https://edition.cnn.com/health
https://www.huffingtonpost.com/section/healthy-living
https://www.reuters.com/news/health
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/health/
https://www.ctvnews.ca/health
https://www.yahoo.com/lifestyle/tagged/health
https://www.drugs.com/
https://www.everydayhealth.com/
https://www.healthline.com/
https://www.mercola.com/
https://www.mindbodygreen.com/
https://www.rxlist.com/script/main/hp.asp
https://www.medicalnewstoday.com/

https://www.wsj.com/india
https://www.wsj.com/india
https://www.wsj.com/india
https://www.wsj.com/india
https://www.wsj.com/india
https://www.wsj.com/india
https://www.wsj.com/india
https://www.wsj.com/india
https://www.wsj.com/india
https://www.wsj.com/india
https://www.wsj.com/india
https://www.wsj.com/india
https://www.wsj.com/india
https://www.wsj.com/india
https://www.wsj.com/india
https://www.wsj.com/india
https://www.wsj.com/india
https://www.wsj.com/india
https://www.wsj.com/india
https://www.wsj.com/india
https://www.wsj.com/india
https://www.wsj.com/india
https://www.wsj.com/india
https://www.wsj.com/india
https://www.wsj.com/india
https://www.wsj.com/india
https://www.wsj.com/india
https://www.wsj.com/india
https://www.wsj.com/india
https://www.wsj.com/india
https://www.wsj.com/india
https://www.wsj.com/india
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/
https://www.ft.com/
https://www.ft.com/
https://www.ft.com/
https://www.ft.com/
https://www.ft.com/
https://www.ft.com/
https://www.ft.com/
https://www.ft.com/
https://www.ft.com/
https://www.ft.com/
https://www.ft.com/
https://www.ft.com/
https://www.ft.com/
https://www.wsj.com/india
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Category Web Pages

Politics https://www.politico.com/
https://www.dailykos.com/
https://www.reuters.com/politics
https://www.infowars.com/
https://www.theblaze.com/
https://www.wnd.com/
https://www.newsmax.com/
https://www.dailywire.com/
https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/
https://www.theamericanconservative.com/
https://abcnews.go.com/
https://www.factcheck.org/
https://www.reddit.com/r/politics
https://hotair.com/
https://talkingpointsmemo.com/
https://www.redstate.com/

Sports https://sports.yahoo.com/
http://www.espn.com/
http://www.espncricinfo.com/
https://www.cbssports.com/
http://www.skysports.com/
https://www.nbcsports.com/
https://www.foxsports.com/
https://www.tsn.ca/
http://www.sportingnews.com/
https://www.sportskeeda.com/
https://www.yardbarker.com/
https://www.mlb.com/news
http://www.secsports.com/
https://www.sportstarlive.com/
https://www.reddit.com/r/sports/
https://thebiglead.com/

Technology https://www.firstpost.com/tech
https://www.techradar.com/
https://www.bbc.com/news/technology
https://blog.us.playstation.com/
https://www.engadget.com/
https://www.reuters.com/news/technology
https://www.slashgear.com/
https://www.droid-life.com/
https://abcnews.go.com/technology
https://arstechnica.com/
https://website-designs.com/
http://www.freshnews.org/
https://www.theinquirer.net/
https://www.techdirt.com/

https://www.wsj.com/india
https://www.wsj.com/india
https://www.wsj.com/india
https://www.wsj.com/india
https://www.wsj.com/india
https://www.wsj.com/india
https://www.wsj.com/india
https://www.wsj.com/india
https://www.wsj.com/india
https://www.wsj.com/india
https://www.wsj.com/india
https://www.wsj.com/india
https://www.wsj.com/india
https://www.wsj.com/india
https://www.wsj.com/india
https://www.wsj.com/india
https://www.wsj.com/india
https://www.wsj.com/india
https://www.wsj.com/india
https://www.wsj.com/india
https://www.wsj.com/india
https://www.wsj.com/india
https://www.wsj.com/india
https://www.wsj.com/india
https://www.wsj.com/india
https://www.wsj.com/india
https://www.wsj.com/india
https://www.wsj.com/india
https://www.wsj.com/india
https://www.wsj.com/india
https://www.wsj.com/india
https://www.wsj.com/india
https://www.wsj.com/india
https://www.wsj.com/india
https://www.wsj.com/india
https://www.wsj.com/india
https://www.wsj.com/india
https://www.wsj.com/india
https://www.wsj.com/india
https://www.wsj.com/india
https://www.wsj.com/india
https://www.wsj.com/india
https://www.wsj.com/india
https://www.wsj.com/india
https://www.wsj.com/india
https://www.wsj.com/india
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Table D.2: Irrelevant URLs of Crime News Category

URL Similarity

http://www.aljazeera.com/news/2018/04/50-years-mlk-death-youth-living-le-
gacy-180404085546543.html

0.11009

http://www.aljazeera.com/news/2018/11/white-grocery-store-shooting-suspect-
charged-hate-crimes-181116005521961.html

0.11712

http://www.aljazeera.com/news/2018/06/philippine-catholic-priests-killing-18
0613073921062.html

0.11523

 http://www.aljazeera.com/news/2018/07/philippine-mayor-antonio-halili-as-
sassinated-ceremony-180702054409964.html

0.11738

http://www.aljazeera.com/news/2016/12/pushes-murder-probe-rodrigo-du-
terte-161221043326833.html

0.12986

http://www.aljazeera.com/news/2018/02/florida-high-school-shooting-1802150
61404114.html

0.1043

http://www.aljazeera.com/news/2018/11/suspect-dead-multiple-injured-chica-
go-hospital-shooting-181119230706736.html

0.13068

http://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/interactive/2016/08/philippines-death-toll-
duterte-war-drugs-160825115400719.html

0.10524

http://www.aljazeera.com/news/2018/06/capital-gazette-victims-remembered-
edition-attack-180629105203859.html

0.11214

http://www.aljazeera.com/news/2018/04/duterte-icc-prosecutor-arrest-180413
053920297.html

 0.12182

http://www.aljazeera.com/news/2018/10/pittsburgh-synagogue-shooting-sus-
pect-charged-44-counts-181031174612815.html

0.10608

 http://www.aljazeera.com/news/2017/07/joko-widodo-police-shoot-suspected-
drug-dealers-170722104559016.html

0.1363

http://www.aljazeera.com/news/2018/11/australia-police-arrest-men-terrorist-
attack-plan-181120003913960.html

0.1142

http://www.aljazeera.com/programmes/aljazeeraworld/2018/11/killed-robert-
kennedy-181112080415326.html

0.10379

http://www.aljazeera.com/news/2018/10/india-whatsapp-murders-phone-ru-
mours-spark-frenzied-mobs-181024104247089.html

0.10204

http://www.aljazeera.com/news/2017/03/duterte-international-criminal-court-
stop-170319134647429.html

0.14643

http://www.aljazeera.com/news/2017/08/80-killed-escalation-philippines-war-
drugs-170818042429248.html

0.1098

http://www.aljazeera.com/news/2017/09/entire-philippine-city-police-force-
fired-killings-170916025615936.html

0.14888
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Appendix E

Reading Robot File

Figure E.1: A Portion of Blocked URLs of User Agents in (www.bbc.com) Robot File
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Figure E.2: Results of Extracting Blocked URLs of (www.bbc.com) Robot File
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Figure E.3: Extracting and Detecting Blocked URLs
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Appendix F

The Frontier

Figure F.1: Portion of the Dynamic and Static URLs of Political News Category
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Figure F.2: Crawling New URLs Before Pre-stored URLs
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Appendix G

Terms of News Categories

Table G.1: Terms of News Categories
Business Crime Health Politics  Sport Technology

market case health minist team review

invest traffick news prime game app

compani crime help trump sport report

report investig drug elect plaYer game

busi murder cancer report report featur

stock report report democrat win launch

news news diseas presid score news

fund offic medic state leagu facebook

financi polic diet vote make appl

power suspect food polit open site

trade arrest caus senat news tech

plan victim new polici live updat

bank releas top news plaY phone

economi homicid studi republican schedul charg

manag detect risk offic time secur

investor convict heart american show googl

price person prevent candid footbal compani

industri death treat gop final android

buy killer eat nation nfl technolog

billion court research govern season network

oil accus doctor america basketbal plaYstat

sale drive patient campaign basebal amazon

rise fire hospit investig hockeY platform

interest alleg price nuclear box iphon

deal reason world midterm soccer microsoft

paid prison cost world tenni twitter

produc car life lead golf privaci

car dead effect clinton athlet protect

navig miss treatment obama chess samsung

data shoot scienc russian swim design

entrepre-
neurship

assault compani coach releas
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Business Crime Health Politics  Sport Technology

servic drug medicin minut robot

boost disappear attack retir attack

import kidnap care health mobil

respons justic clinic race Youtub

china shot champion websit

global die adventur smartphon

law dive tweet

plead match laptop

sheriff cricket netflix

driver sail camera

injuri beat machin

polici olymp soni

attack cup spotifi

stori cycl huawei

search challeng plan

life rugbi data

podcast fifa breach

face champ polit

crimin nba intern

launder winner media

gun system

guilti elon

violent musk

appeal tesla

jail hack

threaten photograph

cop devic

reserv car

kill electr

man telecom

Girl Yahoo

corrupt comput

right

human

fault

radicalis
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Business Crime Health Politics  Sport Technology

survivor

pictur

khashoggi

wit

Youth

head


	URL
	Dynamicity
	http://www.bbc.com/news/business-46053283
	1
	http://www.theguardian.com/business/global-economy
	2
	http://www.bbc.com/news/business-36544970
	3
	http://www.theguardian.com/business/stock-markets
	4
	http://www.bbc.com/news/business-46068270
	5
	URL
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	http://www.aljazeera.com/news/2018/10/germany-arrests-suspect-killing-viktoria-marinova-181010093524925.html
	http://abcnews.go.com/US/wireStory/convict-convicted-fatal-shooting-tennessee-officer-58961664
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	URL
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	http://abcnews.go.com/Health
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	http://www.theguardian.com/science/drugs
	URL
	Dynamicity
	http://www.aljazeera.com/news/2017/01/donald-trump-russian-hacking-election-outcome-170107034647205.html
	http://www.aljazeera.com/news/2018/09/midterm-elections-key-issues-180928103258276.html
	http://abcnews.go.com/Politics
	http://abcnews.go.com/WNT/video/president-obama-gave-heated-speech-trump-ahead-midterm-57712195
	http://www.aljazeera.com/news/2016/07/obama-clinton-qualified-president-160727233030311.html
	URL
	Dynamicity
	http://www.bbc.com/sport/cricket/live-scores
	http://www.bbc.com/sport/rugby-league
	http://www.bbc.com/sport/football/45823981
	http://www.bbc.com/sport/rugby-union/teams/sale
	http://www.bbc.com/sport/swimming/45503795
	URL
	Dynamicity
	http://www.theguardian.com/technology/elon-musk
	http://www.theguardian.com/technology/data-protection
	http://abcnews.go.com/Technology
	http://www.theguardian.com/uk/technology
	http://www.theguardian.com/technology/samsung
	market
	invest
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	report
	busi
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	servic
	minut
	boost
	retir
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	respons
	race
	china
	champion
	global
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	match
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